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Faculty trims
Media 'fairness' argued ceremony for
speed, dignity

by Elizabeth Kimes
staff reporter

One of the participants in
Tuesday night's panel discussion on the role of the media in
the 1988 presidential campaign
contended that the media has
been all too fair during the process.
"We have become so polite it
is astonishing," said Dale Van
Atta, a syndicated columnist
who has garnered six Pulitzer
Prize nominations.
Joining Van Atta in the forum
were Kathryn Bushkin, director
of Editorial Administration for
US News and World Report, and
Dee Pappas, former senior correspondent for CBS News.
Van Atta said the media has
been more critical of political
figures in the past. During the
administration of Thomas Jefferson, the president was referred to as a liar, a traitor and a
womanizer.
"The press practically ruined
the president. Van Atta said.
"Yet years later, he wrote that if
he were given the choice between newspapers without a
government, or government
without newspapers, he would
choose newspapers without
government."
An example of how the media
has been too fair to a candidate
is the case of George Bush's involvement in the Iran-contra affair, said Van Atta, who uncovered the story of the administration selling arms to Iran.
"This is a guv who wants to be
elected without us knowing who
he is," Van Atta said. "The one
thing that is confidential (about
the Iran-contra affair) is the
conversations between Ronald
Reagan and George Bush. Yet
everybody else has been hung
out to dry."
Van Atta said the criticism of
the media during the Irancontra affair points to how political figures have taken to attacking the media because it
proves to be effective to their
cause.
D See Panel, page 3.

by Beth Thomas
managing editor

Kathryn Bushkin, former press secretory to Gary Hart and Dale Van Atta. a syndicated columnist with Jack
Anderson, entertain questions from the audience on rescent events the media has played a large role in.
These two spoke as part of a panel discussion on Media's effect on Campaign '88 sponsored by Pi Sigma
Alpha.

In an effort to shorten this
spring's commencement ceremony, graduates will receive
their diplomaj
covers as they
enter the stadium instead
of receiving
them in the
middle of the
ceremony, as
has been done
in the past.
The deans of
the colleges Burllngame
will be at the entrances to pass
out the covers. Previously, the
deans came onto the field and
distributed them during the
ceremony.
The change in the ceremony is
the result of recommendations
made by a Faculty Senate ad
hoc committee formed to create
a more dignified atmosphere
than has existed at past commencements.
Dwight Burlingame, vice
president of University relations, said passing out the diploma covers during the ceremony was a problem because it
caused "mass hysteria on the
field as parents came out of the
stands to take pictures."
Last year the crowd on the
field was so large that some students were not able to receive
their cover, he said.
Burlingame said he does not
think students will disapprove of
the change in the way they
receive their covers.
' 'What difference does it make
to them? It's a diploma cover,"
he said. "They will still have an
opportunity for a photo.''
Students will be graduated by
their colleges during the ceremony, which will provide them
an "opportunity to cheer," he
added.

"With over 2,000 students graduating, it creates a logistical
problem," Burlingame said.
Many schools do it this way."
He said all graduating students have been notified of the
importance of not defacing their
gowns, as students have done in
the past, and he does not anticipate any problems.
"If someone comes in and he
(has decorations on his cap and
gown), we probably will say
that's not appropriate dress," he
said.
A letter sent to graduating
students by the Office of Registration and Records this week
said that alterations to caps and
gowns will be cause for not participating in the ceremony.
Deanna Radeloff, chair of the
commencement committee and
of the Home Economics deSi'taient, said the current probn with commencement is that
it is too long and it loses formality when people get tired. She
said parents who arrive early
can spend almost four hours in
the stadium.
The committee, comprised of
faculty members, administrative staff members, classified
staff members and five students, did not have enough time
to make many recommendations for changes in this
commencement. However, it
decided the main way to make
the ceremony more dignified is
to shorten it, she said.
She also said students tend to
be disruptive because the ceremony is impersonal. Students do
not receive their actual diploma,
only the covers, and are not personally recognized at the ceremony, Radeloff said.
"It's a very difficult problem
(to make it more personal). We
need to identify 2,000 people and
still keep the ceremony short,"
Radeloff said.
D See Commencement, page 7.

Greeks to get 'Mania' quiet, police say
more 'sisters'
by John Meola
city reporter

by Pamela Monastra
staff reporter

Alpha Omicron Pi was selected by Panhellenic Council as the new
sorority to colonize at the University next fall, completing a sevenmonth process.
The final decision was made last week by a vote from each individual sorority chapter on the Panhellenic Council. Sigma Kappa
was the other sorority hoping to colonize at the University.
Melissa Puckett, president of Panhel, said the original plan of the
expansion committee was to present its recommendation for the
new chapter, but it didn't work out that way.
"From analyzing both chapters, the expansion committee realized that they were torn between the two," Puckett said. "Either
chapter would be extremely beneficial to our Greek system," she
said.
In order to arrive at a decision the expansion committee provided
a presentation of all priority areas regarding each group to the Panhellenic Council.
Lori Allen, assistant director of Greek Life, said the presentation
enabled the council to make the final decision based on the information presented by the expansion committee chairperson, Jane D'Isa.
"After the presentation there was a discussion on the two chapters
to clarify any questions or concerns," Allen said. "Following the
discussion a vote was rendered, one from each chapter, in favor of
Alpha Omicron Pi (A-O-Pi)."
Although the process is completed, Allen said A-O-Pi will not be
colonizing until next fall, after Panhel's formal rush, but they will be
represented in the rush booklet distributed to the rushees.
Stages of rush have not been determined, but A-O-Pi has agreed
to work in complete cooperation with our Panhellenic system/' Allen said.
Peg Crawford, international president of A-O-Pi said that part of
their system is similar to that ot our Greek system's program.
"Tentatively we plan on having an information party for the first
stage of parties, personal interviews with each individual rushee for
the second stage, and then a preference party for the final stage,"
Crawford said.

Wednesday
DA committee will look for a new replacement for Karl Vogt. see story page
three.
DSome women expect to receive
lower salaries than men, see story page
five.
DThe Health Center is open to summer students, see story page six.
DBowling Green's golf team won a
Toledo tournament, see story page nine.

A party billed by its organizers as "East
Merry Mania" wasn't as mad as originally
expected, according to city and campus
police officials.
"I think it went pretty good this year,"
said City Police Chief Galen Ash of last Friday's party. "The (University) students
were very responsible."
Ash said the University students inverted
their drinking cups to show passing officers
they did not havebeer.
Police tried to contain the party to East
Merry Street, and cited those who crossed
the railway tracks or Thurstin with alcohol.

Both Ash and Campus Police Lieutenent
David Weekley blamed the unusually cool
weather Friday night for the low turnout as
compared to years past.

City police became concerned, though,
when two chartered buses of University of
Toledo students were seen by campus ponce,
Ash said.
"There's a potential for trouble with outsiders," Ash said. "They don't have the ties
to the community that the University students have and they can create havoc and
just leave."
Ash and Weekley both agreed that most
problems arose from outsiders, who came

from as far away as the University of Akron.
"We (campus police) dealt more with visitors than students," Weekley said. "The
visitors were responsible for more of the
public urination and open container
offenses."

Ash said the police did not break up the
party because it took place on private property and there were no complaints.
He hopes for the same results next year,
though he said he really does not want another party to occur.
"I am sure not going to encourage it," Ash
said. "I really would not like to see it happen
next year, but if they do have it we will work
around it just like we did this year."

Dukakis leads Pa. primary
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Michael Dukakis led Jesse Jackson
in a peaceful Pennsylvania primary that was sure to pad his
lead in convention delegates and
certify his status as Democratic
presidential front-runner.
George Bush sought the final
delegates needed to clinch the
Republican nomination.
As the polls closed across the
state yesterday, CBS reported
on the basis of interviews with
voters that the Massachusetts
governor would carry Pennsyl-

vania by a margin of roughly 2-1
over Jackson.
The first precincts reporting
gave Dukakis 279 votes to 42 for
Jackson. Among Republicans,
Bush had 178 votes and former
opponent Sen. Bob Dole had 14.
Dukakis led Jackson by far in
the pre-election polls after a
week-long campaign that looked
and sounded more like a mutual
admiration society than the tyEical 1988 Democratic primary
rawl.

Aides hoped the Massachusetts governor would claim
as many as ISO of the 178 Democratic National Convention
delegates at stake.
Bush trumpeted his certain
victory as he campaigned
across Ohio and trained his guns
on Dukakis. He said the Democratic front-runner lacks foreign
policy experience and said,
"That will be a major issue in
the fall."
The vice president also arranged to meet Wednesday with

President Reagan, and White
House spokesman Martin Fitzwater said Reagan "will see him
first thing in the morning, and I
am sure the president wdl offer
his congratulations and discuss
how he can help in the campaign."
Jackson had scant hopes for a
victory in Pennsylvania, where
his campaign failed to file a
complete slate of delegate candidates. He already was looking
ahead to next week's primaries
in the District of Columbia, Indiana and Ohio.

News In brief
Close nixing 'natal attraction*
LOS ANGELES (AP) - "Fatal Attraction" star
Glenn Close gave birth Tuesday to a girl, her first
child, and a spokeswoman for the actress said both
were doing fine in an East Coast hospital.
The 7-pound, 12-ounce baby, which hadn't been
named, was born at 10:58 a.m. EDT. The hospital
wasn't identified because "she is desperate for
K-ivacy," publicist Catherine Olim said from her
ew York office.
"Mother and child are doing fine," Ms. Olim
said, adding there were no problems. No details
were disclosed.
Producer John Starke. 37. the babv's father, and

Ohio team meets Reagan

lifetime thing."
Tedder helped lead Ohio Wesleyan, of Delaware,
Ohio, to the NCAA Division III tournament championship last month. The Battling Bishops, who
posted a 27-5 record for the season, defeated the University of Scranton 92-70 in the national championship final.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ohio Wesleyan University's championship basketball team met Tuesday
with President Reagan at the White House, and
one player later described the encounter as "the
time of our lives."
"We walked into the office, and your heart just
falls to the floor just to see the president," said
Scott Tedder, of Whitehall, Ohio. "It's a once-in-a-

"Everybody thinks about Division I, but this is
the greatest competition in the world — Division
m, said Rep. John Kasich, R-Ohio, who arranged
the Oval Office meeting. "Wesleyan really, really
deserved the opportunity to get in there. And it was
a fantastic thing for all of the smaller schools in
the country."

Miss Dose, 41, aren't married.
The actress is scheduled to start shooting the
movie adaptation of the French novel "Les Liaisons Dangereuses" in June, Ms. Olim said.
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Solve conflict of
Beta, proficiency
Two traditions are in conflict.
The biggest event of the freshman academic
year — the English proficiency exam — and the
main event on the Greek calendar — the Beta 500 —
fall on the same day at the same time every spring
semester.
The result, for freshmen, is distraction.
To complete English 110, 111 and 112, about 3,500
students are required to take the six-hour afternoon
exam, scheduled for the Saturday before the last
weekend of the semester.
Those who hear the screaming crowds are disturbed by the noise and can become resentful that
others are playing while they must concentrate on
passing then- class. Students taking the proficiency
who are members of the University's 13 sororities
and 17 fraternities, representing 2,578 students, feel
left out because they cannot attend Beta to cheer on
their teams.
The latter problem can be lessened, but not totally removed, Dy placing students in classrooms far
from the "racetrack."
This effort has not been totally successful in the
past, due to lack of adequate lecture hall space at
the University. And this semester, the problem was
aggravated by a young writers workshop, which
took up additional classroom space.
Beta 500 has been held on the same weekend for
the past 12 years. According to Wavne Colvin, director of Greek Life, rescheduling the event would
be difficult because Greek activities are scheduled
every weekend, resulting in a full calendar.
However, the only logical weekend to hold the
exam is on its traditional date, after students have
had the necessary 14 weeks to prepare. The last
week is needed to obtain results and go through the
appeals process, if necessary.
One solution to the Beta/proficiency conflict
could be moving the exam to late Sunday afternoon.
Because the exam is stressful enough on its own,
without sounds from and thoughts about another
major event, some compromise must be made.

Ofwarcrimes and witch trials
Just Say
Know
By Nancy
Erikson

Corey: You'll burn for this, do
you know it?
Cheever: You know for yourself I must do as Jam told.
Proctor: 111 tell you what's
walking Salem, Vengeance is
walking Salem.
Mary Warren: You must see it
sir, it's God's work we do.
The Crucible, Arthur Miller
Once there was this group of
people, more a religious group
of people than a nationality, but
nonetheless, they were a very
distinct sociological group of
ale. They were called the
irus.
And these Geebrus called
themselves the Chosen People of
the Creator and while they certainly may have been, this claim
angered a lot of other people:
Especially a man named Hister.
Hister was a weird little man,
but as evil as he was, he was a
Eenius and very charismatic. He
ad watched the Geebrus for
many years and decided, unfairly, that he didn't like them.
He also decided that he would
destroy them, and he got a group
of people who would help him

out. He called them the Quazi
Party and they did many terrible things. They gathered and
slaughtered the Geebrus. They
put them into concentration
camps and tortured them fiercely.
And before anyone knew it,
Hister and his Quazis had taken
over the whole land.
Except for the land of the
Bear, where the merciless Tralin reigned. Tralin was almost
as bad as Hister. See, he and his
pals had just taken over the land
of the Bear and they had to kill
off anyone that did not agree
with Tralin's party, the Bommunist Party.
And Tralin was organizing
something called the Purges. He
tortured and murdered anyone
that did not do what he wanted
them to do.
As Tralin and his Bommunists
moved toward the west, Hister
and his Quazis moved to the
east, until they came to a land
called the Dukrain.
In this land there were many
people that feared both Hister
and Tralin and didn't quite know
which one to follow. All they did
know was that they had to chose
sides and either help the Quazis
kill the Geebrus or help the
Bommunists kill their own people. For if they didn't help kill
somebody, they would be killed
and they didn't want that.
Well anyway, all this killing
went on for about 5 or 6 years
and about 6 million Geebrus
were senselessly slaughtered.
But as always, Good conquered
Evil and soon Tralin and his
Bommunists were confined to
the land of the Bear and Hister
and the Quazis were taken over.
Many of these Quazis were
killed when Hister was. Many of

them were imprisoned and executed later. Some of them
switched sides. But some of
them, it was rumored, ran away
and changed their identities so
that they would not be killed.
Anyway, as time passed, the
Geebrus overcame the hardship
that was laid upon them and
once again the Chosen People
were a powerful nation.
So powerful, in fact, that they
began to hunt down old Quazis
and try and execute them for
something called Warcrimes, a
convenient little phrase summing up everything that the
Quazis did to the Geebrus.
And the Geebrus searched for
these Quazis like Puritans looking for witches. They had trials
much like the witch trials too:
hearsay, emotional response
and very little hard evidence.
Well, one day they found one
of these old Quazis that was one
of the men from the Dukrain,
one of the men that had to chose
between Tralin or Hister. Who
would want to make that kind of
choice?
This supposed Quazi's name
was Ivan and he was dragged
from his home and taken to the
Geebrus homeland and shoved
in a cell. The Geebrus grilled
him about the great Holocaust
and where he was and what he
was doing. They accused him of
committing horrible crimes.
But all the while, he claimed,
"This is a case of mistaken identity. Tralin's old men are doing
this to me."
The Geebrus did not care
though. They did not believe
him. They brought in documents
and pictures of Ivan doing the
terrible things. They brought in
eye witnesses to testify thatlvan
was a torturer during the holoc-

aust and that he destroyed many
Geebrus. Many people around
the world believed this evidence
but Ivan stuck with his claim.
"This is a case of mistaken
identity. Tralin's old men are
doing this to me."
The trial dragged on and still
not one shred ofhard evidence
was brought before the court.
People came in and out of the
courtroom as they pleased. They
laughed at Ivan and his remarks. They were going to hang
him, whatever it took.
But his story remained the
same, "This is a case of mistaken identity. Tralin's old men
are doing this to me."
Finally, the judgment day
came and the verdict was announced: "This court finds Ivan
guilty of warcrimes and he will
be executed."
The world cheered and the
Geebrus gloated at the revenge
they had taken in the name of
their people and their Creator.
They said, "This man slaughtered thousands of the Chosen
People. Now he will pay for it."
With that they took the old
Dukrainian man to the guillotine
and prepared the execution
while the crowds cheered.
Ivan did not resist, he only
whispered, "This is a case of
mistaken identity. Tralin's old
men are doing this to me."
Suddenly the blade was
released and Ivan was dead and
there was laughter and screaming and celebration.
And the Geebrus had gotten
rid of another of the evil scum
who hurt them 40 years ago. And
now they could continue their
hunt for more of them.
Erikson, a junior magazine
major from Burton, is a columnist for the News.

such a controversial issue as
peace on earth. Who do the Peaceniks think they are? They
would soon clutter our campus
with reminders of socially relevant issues. UGH!
Why. then we wouldn't have
room for much more important
monuments such as rocks painted with fraternity and sorority
insignias and those brass wind
chimes everybody loved so
much last year.
They should iust be ashamed
of themselves for putting their
trivial and irrelevant cause up
against such sacred institutions!
Stop thinking of yourself and being so selfish, Progressive Student Organization!
AndyPugh
111 Anderson Hall

and objective about the precipitating incidents which give rise
to such statements, they often
admit that one child is not solely
at fault. Behavior is usually the
result of interaction with others.
A break from this belief is
often seen when a family considers the need for therapy; i.e.,
in situations such as substance
abuse, threatened suicide, marriage problems, etc. Appointments are made and the "problem child" or "problem
spouse" is delivered to the therapists's office with, "Here
she/he is. Please fix her/him."
All of a sudden all of the
"blame" for a family member's
unacceptable behavior is placed
on that one person's shoulders.
She/he becomes the identified
patient.

come enablers, scapegoats,
heroes, etc. Each of these members contributes in some way to
the continuation of the dysfunction, and each must participate
in the solution.) Many situations
are made much more clear by at
least beginning with an entire
family meeting with the theraeist. Seeing all family members
igether often enables the therapist to identify the source of the
dysfunction much more quickly
since all sides can be heard and
behaviors can be observed.
One of the most important aspects of the family therapy approach is the willingness of
everyone to take some responsibility and to work together on
family problems rather than
placing all the "blame" on one
member. If your family is facing
a difficult issue, perhaps a willXess to go together for coung will make it easier to get
something done.
Diane Scott Duty
Woodville

Letters
Rambo letter trashy,
unfair to Taliaferro
To Rikk Rambo:
In response to your letter "exKressing concern" for the BG
'ews endorsement, (or shall I
say, direct slam on Craig Taliaferro) I find your letter completely appalling and embarrassing as a fellow student. Not
wanting the rest of the free
world to associate your comments with the rest of the intelligent life here at Bowling Green
State University, I felt compelled to give a fair opinion of the
situation.
I am not trying to say that
every student, shares my opinion, but I do feel that we should
all be fair in our criticisms. My
first point of difference is in your
"new definition of nontraditional student." "IWs and
ski masks?" Come on. I feel that
this was neither fair, nor constructive criticism. It was a
slam.
On to the next foolish quote:
"It was so kick-&'." when he told
University President Paul Olscamp that if he didn't put up the
Peace Pole, he'd soon be sleeping with the fishes." Oh please,
another slam. The BG News said
nothing about Mr. Taliaferro's
past history of assaulting university presidents, so ill assume that he has none, and so
should you! (While we're on the
subject, a side note to Dr. Olscamp: Let them plant the pole.)
Not only were you terribly unfair to Mr. Taliaferro, you were
also unfair to the BG News.
They were not typecasting liberals, conservatives OR non-

traditional students. They were
simply writing a story. (And in
reply to your question about
Paul Simon, I am surprised that
you knew he wasn't the same
guy who sings "Graceland.")
I may not agree with the way
that Mr. Taliaferro "lied" to the
student body, but I can't stand
by and read any more trashy
slams on him. I am surprised
that the BG News chose to print
your little bit of nasty humor. I
am sure that there were other
constructive, intelligent letters
sent in that could have used the
foot of column they gave to you.
I am even sure that Mr. Taliaferro would not object to that
type of criticism, but I am afraid
that you have taken it too far.
No student should have to get
up in the morning and read such
trash about himself in the paper,
especially not directly under his
own editorial column! This is in
extremely bad taste, not only on
Sour part Mr. Rambo, but also
y the BG News. Let's all grow
up here and analyze the situation rationally, and keep our
personal slams to ourselves!
Melissa Heise
1372E.Wooster

Article on Taliaferro
sabotaged campaign
This letter is in response to the
article printed on April 14 regarding Craig Taliaferro.
I must seriously question the
integrity of a newspaper which
allows such an article to be
printed about only one of the
candidates running for USG
President on one of the election
days. If you were to argue and
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I'm sure many people on this
campus will, that the student
body has a right to be informed
about the candidates, I would
agree. So, where are all the
other articles on the other candidates? What? You only investigated Mr. Taliaferro's
background? How interesting.
Personally, I found the whole
article in very poor taste. It
would seem to me that the BG
News could be accused of deliberately sabotaging Mr. Taliaferro's campaign by printing
such an outdated and totally irrelevant article on his past. It is
unfortunate that a great number
of unthinking and bigoted students will never realize that Mr.
Taliaferro was not directly involved in anything illegal regarding the robberies. He simply was accused, by the actual
robbers themselves, of having
Erior knowledge of a crime, and
ecause of that he has paid his
price. I wonder how many BGSU
students have had prior knowledge of underage drinking, petty
theft, or sexual assaults? Guess
what folks, you're guilty too!
In addition, this article was
for the most part a rehash of an
article printed years ago. What
right does this paper have to
reintroduce material from an
article printed a long time ago to
degrade a person now?
fii my opinion, Mr. Taliaferro
has the courage it takes to do
what he believes in. He is exactly what this campus needs to
challenge it to really see the
world for what it is and not to
sugar-coat it with the sickly
sweetness of complacency. The
BG News has done both the student body and Mr. Taliaferro a
grave disservice by printing
that sensationalistic and trashy
article.
Elizabeth Higgins
221 Prout HaTl
Editor's note: A Sunday, April
24 issue of the Plain Dealer reported that according to police
and FBI records, Taliaferro acted alone in the bank jobs and
that he himself robbed at least
three banks, although he was
originally arrested in connection
with four. Taliaferro responded
that he stands by the explanation he gave the BG News.

Room needed for big
rocks, wind chimes
I am writing this letter to show
my undying support of our everwise president and his loyal
supporter — Betsy Smith (letter, April 14).
They are examples of the few
individuals on this campus who
truly realize the danger of letting it be known that BGSU has
students actually interested in

Don't blame problems
on family member
Most parents have heard a
statement similar to this at
some time. If parents are honest

Family therapy addresses this
issue very directly. (Many substance abuse centers have family weeks based on the recognition that family members be-
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Local
BGSCI officer to retire
Sgt. Starnes plans work with youth in hometown
"Be alert, be aware,
and get involved."

by Jackie Jackson
copy edttor

After 18 years on the force
and only five weeks to retirement, Sgt. Charlotte R.
Starnes continues to stress
crime prevention.
Keep your doors locked and
never walk alone, she said.
In addition to the importance of a full-time Crime
Prevention coordinator on
campus, she said student cooperation is essential.
"Be alert, be aware, and
get involved," she said.
Hired on September 29,
1969, Starnes is currently coordinator of the Crime Prevention and Community Relations programs at Campus
Safety and Security.
She does not boast about
graduating in 1970 with honors from the Ross Enright
Police Academy-the only
female in a class of 34-nor of
being the only female in 1972
to successfully complete Basic Police Training at the
Highway Patrol Academy in
Columbus.
Instead, she said, "The
major problem on campus
today is burglary. As a result
of unlocked doors, theft
and/or bodily harm occurs.
Keep your doors locked."
While attending Owens
Techncial College, Starnes
became interested in a career
in the police force.
After being hired at the University, she said she stayed

Nine serve on
vice president
search group
by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

-Sgt. Charlotte R.
Starnes
for the challenge.
In 1979, she was promoted
to Sergeant and Line Supervisor over all the men in the day
shift.
In 1983, she accepted the
position of coordinator of
Crime Prevention and Community Relations. By 1985,
she received a Special Merit
Award from the International
Association of Women Police
for planning and implementing the crime prevention programs utilized at the UniversityShe has written a Student
Handbook on Crime Prevention and she wrote and directed the video tape "Ripped
Off" explaining measures of
preventing crime.
After May 31, Starnes said
she will return home to Rossford and work with youth in
the area.
Although she will miss her
job, she snowed pride in the 18
years she has worked with
Campus Safety and Security
stating, "The University
Campus Police program ranked third out of 20 national
applicants. We have a wonderful program. It's just getting the students to implement it."
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A nine-member search committee to find a replacement for
the vice president of operations
was recently selectee! by University President Paul Olscamp.
Although he hopes to find a replacement bv Sept. 1, Olscamp
said he told the committee
Tuesday it shouldn't concern itself with a deadline because he
wants the "best person" selected.
"There is no huge rush. I'm interested in someone who has
technical skills to run a physical
plant and capital budgeting,"
Olscamp said.
The committee, which will
find a replacement for Karl
Vogt, who resigned his position
to teach full-time in the College
of Business Administration,
consists of Mary Edmonds, vice
president for student affairs;
Robert Kreienkamp, television
engineer for WBGU-TV and
chair of Classified Staff; and
Keith Pogan, associate director
of plant operations and maintenance.
Also on the committee is
Reginald Noble, chairman of
biological sciences, Michael

Charlotte Starnes

BG News/Paul Vernon

Sawyer, assistant director of
plant operations and maintenance; Jill Carr, director of
housing; William Norris, chief
engineer of plant operations and
maintenance; Brett DiSalle,
undergradute resident adviser;
and Ed O'Donnell, assistant director of food operations.
Before Vogt was hired five
years ago, Olscamp said he
wanted someone with continuity, and who also knew the faculty and University to fill the
position since Olscamp was beginning his post as University
president.
If a replacement isn't selected
before July 1, Vogt said he will
continue serving as vice president.
"It is busy during the summer
planning and preparing for the
fall but it won't be a problem (to
do both jobs)," Vogt said. "It
will be a problem when school
starts in the fall because I want
to devote my attention to the
academic aspect."
The search committee will
submit the names of five unranked finalists to Olscamp, who
said Vogt "will be working harder than he thinks he is" if a vice
president isn't selected before
school begins.

Help bring the world together.

ORDER YOUR ALL-SPORTS PASS NOW!

CALL 372 2762
OR STOP BY
MEMORIAL HALL

ABRACADABRA!
Turn your Used
Books Into Cash
VALID UNIVERSITY I.D. REQUIRED

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
April 25th thru May 6th
8:00 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Closed on Sunday

Student Services Building
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CIAO making
plans for fall
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

Thirteen committees within the University Activities Organization (UAO) are deciding what students should be anticipating for the
upcoming school year. The activities will be presented during the
upcoming school year, according to the organization's director.
Gale Swanka said that although not much is confirmed as of yet,
the committees are brainstorming as to what will be presented next
year.
How many activities are planned for the upcoming two semesters
depends on two factors. First is whether the organization can book a
place to hold the event in advance. In some cases the committee has
to book the place a year ahead of time. For example, for the print
sale they must reserve the Grand Ballroom a year Defore they need
it, Swanka said.

BG News/ Rob Upton

Roof rays
Eric Barr, junior marketing major, takes in the view while he catches
some rays from the top of his house on East Court Street. "I'm done

with classes for the day, so I'm just sorta hanging out," Barr said.

"Just look at how Ronald Reagan behaved
on television during the 1980 campaign. We
all know he is no stranger to television,"
Pappas said. "But George Bush came off as
a whiny kind of wimpy guy, an image he is
still trying to fight." Bushkin, former press
secretary for Gary Hart, said the strong
support for Michael Dukakis shows the
country is not looking for another charismatic leader this election year.
"This is not the year for charisma. Dukakis looks fresh, sincere and displays steadi-

Panel
D Continued from page 1.
Pappas, who worked for CBS from 1964 to
1987, said the image a candidate projects has
been a major factor in determining who becomes front-running contenders.
Since 1960 when John Kennedy projected
himself as the "American Lancelot not to be
denied," people have become more interested in the candidates' image than the substance behind their campaign, Pappas said.

ness," Bushkin said. "People see it as a
change after the Reagan administration."
All three panelists agreed the two potential nominees, Dukakis and Bush, were
"bland."
"Even though they appear bland, I hope
they will get to the issues in the fall," Bushkin said.
The panel was sponsored by the political
honor society Pi Sigma Alpha, along with
over 30 other organizations and was moderated by WTVG anchor Diane Larson.

Secondly, depending on the program, the committee is allotted a
budget it must utilize carefully. The committee in charge of
speakers on campus may only have three the entire year, while the
films committee can order 24 movies per semester, according to
Swanka.
Among the movies headlining UAO's program are hits such as
"Broadcast News," "Moonstruck," "Fatal Attraction," "Three
Men and a Baby," and "Good Morning, Vietnam," she said.
Of the confirmed activities dates, UAO weekend movies will begin
Sept. 8; the Fall Fest, Sept. 24; the annual jazz concert, sponsoredby
UAO and the College of Music, April 8; the Daytona Beacn Trip, over
Spring Break; and five to six mini-courses are planned.
In September, a plant sale, an organizational meeting for UAO,
and a print sale are planned. According to Swanka, the organization
is again sponsoring King and Q_ueen elections, theme films every
night the week before Homecoming, and either a "major concert" or
an "Outdoor Blanket Concert" for Homecoming Weekend.
In addition, there will be a rose sale for Sweetest Day and a "Parent of the Year" Contest. Among the December events are a craft
fair and a shopping trip to Fairlane Mall in Dearborn, Mich., for the
holidays.
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Frat pulls for PUSH Women expect lower
pay, research shows
Pi Kappa Phi donates time, money to charity
"The child does something and gets
something in return."

by Pamela Monaatia
staff reporter

Pi Kappa Phi has embarked
on the largest fundralstag
effort in its history and one of
the biggest fraternity philanthropies in the country.
Play Units for the Ss*erely
Handicapped (PUSH), is an
annual philanthropic event
represented by Pi Kappa; Phi.
The fraternity raises the
money to purchase the units
and donates them to local hospitals.
Jim Karlovec, PUSH chalrmaa, said the units are used
for sensory ■ttrrmlanon, for individuals mat are both mentally and physically handicapped.
Aside from the first unit the
fraternity supplied to the
Decem Center, in Holland,
Ohio, formerly the Anne Grady
Center, for $22,010 from local
and national donations, a second unit has been placed in the
Sunshine Children's Home in
Maumee.

$1.00
OFF
Any Big
Salad
Chef
Vegetarian
Taco
CAMPUS
POLLVCVCS
Free Delivery
352-9638
expires 5/7/88

I
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'"//f, '■/'//'. '

-Jim Karlovec, PCJSH chairman
All the units are different
and within each unit are
different stations, designed to
serve specific needs of fa faciSome of the stations consist
of a slide projector so the child
can look at different pictures,
a radio so the child can play
with the knobs, a scent
machine where a scream of air
comes out containing a certain
smell, and a vibrating pad
which the child sits on in order
to relax.
"The primary purpose of the
dials on these machines is action/reaction. The child
-receives a response from the
environment," Karlovec said.
"The child does something and
gets something In return," he
said.
Karlovec said the Pi Kappa
recently received a donation

$1.00
OFF

Regular
10" Pan
with any
one item

Any Big
Sub

$3.50

CAMPUS
POLLV€V€S

CAMPUS
POLLVCVCS

Free Delivery
352-9638
expires 5/7/88

from one of their biggest supatrtn.
"Prudential Baehe, a big
Mpporter of PUSH, donated
Ojm to the fnadraiser," Kar
fivec said. "We also obtained
&mmm the teO road we
i set up," he said.
He said hell be working
through the wwnt" raising
more money for PUSH.
The new PUSH project, on
the national level, is "PUSH
America'«."
"PUSH America 18 will
consist of 25 individuals from
approximately 15 PI Kappa
Phi chapters,'' Karlovec said.
"On June 19th, 30 of the 25 individuals will ride bikes from
San Diego, California to Washington B.C., while the other
five will act as support members," he said.

Free Delivery
352-9638
J expires 5/7/88

According to a three-year study conducted by
Miami University research professors, women expect to be paid about $2,000 a year less than men in
a wide variety of job markets.
Marjorie Nacfler, communications assistant
professor and one of the Miami University professors who conducted the research, said in a telephone interview that men seem to have higher expectations than women for starting-job salaries
and salary raises in five years.
The research study involved two separate parts
involving Miami students in different job situations, Nadler said.
The first portion involved 160 upperclassmen in
different liberal arts and business majors. The
group was 40 percent male and 60 percent female.
They filled out a questionnaire that asked what
they thought a reasonable salary would be in the
fields they were going into and what they thought
their supervisors would consider reasonable, Nadler said. According to Nadler, the second part involved a different group of 160 students who were
told they were required by their supervisors to
meet and review their annual performance reports
and discuss salary increases.
The students were aired In different categories:
male-female, male-male or female-female. One
person played the supervisor and the other played

BEAT THE RUSH

SHIP
WITH US

Don't wait till the last
minute. Start sending
your belongings home
now. It isn't fun to
make more than one
trip home.

Extra Items
.70 ea.

WEIsTBlfRSARfBACK!!
■'. ", - "• '/. 1/1/

by Jeff Batdorf
reporter

148 S. Moin
Downtown BG
Between True Value
and Ben FronWIn

Doilu 9-5
Soturdou 10-2

■ ■

THE BLACK STUDENT
UNION AND THE BOARD
OF BLACK CULTURAL
ACTIVITIES ARE HAVING
ELECTIONS ON THURSDAY
APRIL 28th IN THE
UNIVERSITY OVAL
9 9JI1.-6 pjn.

AND IN THE MINORITY
ACTIVITIES OFFICE
(3rd Floor Union)
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

the subordinate.
The studies showed female workers received
lower salaries than males and received the lowest
pay increases under female supervisors. Nadler
said this is due to the queen-bee syndrome. She
said this syndrome is caused by female supervisors who feel they went through a lot to get their
position and their subordinates should go through
the same amount of trouble, by getting low salary
increases.
The studies also showed that not only do females
get lower salaries than males, roughly 70 cents on
the dollar, they also seemed satisfied with what
they get.
Nadler said this is because of socialization factors, stereotypes and different experiences women
have before they enter the job market. She said
women have been taught to not be aggressive and
that affects the amount of money they get in their
salaries.
"Women act the way society expects women to
act," Nadler said. She went on to say women also
don't realize they could be getting more money if
they acted more aggressively.
The studies were conducted to leam why women
received less money than men. Nadler said, in addition to socialization factors, other factors could
have an impact on women's salaries, such as discrimination or job interaction between the supervisors and their subordinates, but she said this
study did not focus on these other factors.

CLOSED COURSES
IN BUSINESS
Starting fall semester, 1988, students
who miss the first class meeting of a
closed course will be dropped from
the course. Then unfilled spaces will
be available for other students.

BE THERE THE FIRST BAY
TO KEEP YOUR SEAT
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Health care stays
Summer center hours, staff decreased
will be open, however, he said.
"Physical therapy is even
slow during the school year —
there really is no need for it in
the summer," Kaplan said.
He also said the pharmacy
service will not be open during
the mornings I
of Monday to
Thursday.
Students
who are registered for
summer or
fall courses
are eligible to
use the Health I
Center, hel
said. If stu-l
dents are not taking summer
classes they must pay a $20 fee
for their first visit.
"This is the same amount a
student's general fee would

by Beth Church
staff reporter

Students attending the University this summer can still
receive medical attention at the
Student Health Center, according to its director, Dr. Joshua
Kaplan.
The Health Center opens May
16, observing summer University hours, which are 1 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Monday to Thursday,
and 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. on Friday.
Neither physical therapy services nor the Wellness Center
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pay, if he were registered at the
time, "Kaplan said.
Because of the fewer people
seen during the summer, Kaplan said the staff is cut down to
less than half. He said only two
nurse clinicians and two physicians will be on duty.
"This is exactly enough. We
can keep up quite handily," he
said.
Kaplan also said students
who are covered by the Health
Center insurance plan should be
aware it expires Aug. 18.
"Every year we have
someone come in during
November not realizing their
insurance expired months
ago," Kaplan said.
About 500 students are
covered by the plan, according
to Kaplan. All University students will receive an application to apply for the insurance
this summer, he said, but they
can be obtained earlier by contacting the Colonial Life Insurance Company, which provides
the University plan.
Information will also be available this summer at the
Health Center, he said.
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Pumping up
Rich Babel, a sophomore
finance major at the University, works out in preparation
for the upcoming "Drug Free
Classic Body Building Competition" to be held April 31
in Cleveland. Babel has been
working out five days a week
for the past three months for
the event, which includes
steroid-free body builders
from all over Ohio.
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AMERICAN
CANCER
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Wanted!

THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THE 1988-89

Campus Sister Coordinator
A Division of Volunteers in Progress
•
•
•
•
•

POMMERETTES. . .

Develop leadership skills
Gain experience working with children
Organize activities
Be an executive member of V. I. P.
Meetings every 2 weeks

Sharon Oleskey, Capt.
Leslie Clatterbuck, Officer
Dawn Toth, Officer
Michelle Grant
Michelle Holtee
Tracey Johnson
Melissa McNabb
Jacquie Moyer
Lisa Pohlman
Lori Winston

Lisa Becker
Gina Boyazis
Krista Benninghofen
Staci Cline
Karen Conner
Stephanie Crawford
Steph Derrick

Call Lisa or Andi at 353-2740
or the V. I. P. office 2-8088
for Details!

^CHARLESTOWNR
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

Sharon Erbar

ALTERNATES:
Janene Burns
Misty Lanly

Renee Hooper
Toni Meyers

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Tara Westerfield
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Elsewhere
Treaty signed
Saudi Arabia approves
missle reduction pact
MANAMA. Bahrain (AP) missiles constitute a threat to
- King Fabdof Saudi ArabU its safer/ and indicated it
yesterday decided to sign an might deal a preemptive
agreement to limit interme- strike to destroy them.
Tbe news agency, monidiate-fange miaeUes. Sources
say that the treaty ta in re- tored in Bahrain, said Prince
sponse to Israeli fears that Saud Faisal, the Saudi forthe kingdom might arm its eign minister, recommended
missiles with nuclear war- that the kingdom Join the International Nuclear Weapons
heads.
Information Minister Ali al- Non-proliferation Treaty.
Saudi ArabU, tbe world's
Shaer said the decision was
made during a Cabinet meet- largest exporter of crude oil,
ing in the Saudi capital of was reported to have obBfyahd where otter issues tained from Beijing an unalso were discussed, the offi- disclosed number Of CSS-2
cial Saudi Press Agency re- missiles capable of reaching
virtually any point in the
ported.
It appeared the anoounce- Middle Bast,Including Israel.
mant was designed primarily
Western diplomatic sources
to reassure the United States
that Saudi Arabia will not try have said that China, which
to put nuclear warheads on arms its own CSS-i with
CSS-2 intermediate-range atomic warheads, has told
missiles the kingdom ac- Washington it will not export
nuclear arms.
qaired from China.
The sources said the Saudis
King Fahd wrote President
Reagan recently• reportedly refused a request by the
assuring him that the war- United States to inspect the
beads on the surface-to- missiles, which they said
surface missiles are not nu- were deployed in the Rub
al-Khali desert south of
clear.
Israel has alleged that the Riyadh.
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Korean vote prompts riots
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — Riot Police yesterday fired tear gas
to break up a demonstration against alleged vote fraud as South
Koreans cast ballots for a new parliament in an election the governing party was expected to win.
The opposition, which failed to unify before the election, charged
the government was manipulating vote-counting computers after a
local television station reported a governing party candidate had
won with 39 percent of the vote. The station said it accidentally
broadcasted an election rehearsal.
In Seoul, police fired tear gas to disperse 50 students who threw
rocks and firebombs to protest the alleged manipulation of the elec-

tion in favor of the governing Democratic Justice Party of President
Roh Tae-woo.
Scattered anti-government protests also occurred elsewhere yesterday before voting began at 7 a.m. at 13,812 pollings stations nationwide. There were no immediate reports of injuries.
The polls were to close at 6 p.m. (5 a.m. EDT) and most results
were expected by early today.

Commencement
D Continued from page 1.

Teen electrocuted
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) — A teen-ager walking
barefoot along a busy street was
electrocuted when she stepped
on a steel plate that covered wiring for a light post, authorities
said.
Sunday morning's accident
that killed 17-year-old Veronika
Beatrix Feria "was just a death
waiting to happen, said Ott
Cefkin, a Fort Lauderdale police
spokesman.
The street and wiring had
been moved to make way for the
entrance of a new shopping
center. It was badly rewired and
set the grating alive with 480
volts, said police and a Florida
Power and Light spokesman.
Had the victim been wearing
shoes, she probably would have
been insulated from the current,
said FPL spokesman Don Ost-

THE PERFECT FIT

R.E. MANAGEMENT

She wants the committee to
investigate the possibility of
students receiving their actual
diploma at commencement in
future years instead of receiving
berg.
it in the mail several weeks
Cefkin said city workers inlater.
vestigating the accident told
"If other schools do it, why
Elice a poorly insulated wire don't we? It would be more
d been improperly positioned
meaningful," she said.
on the lip of the box beneath the
"I believe in students. I want
steel plate. When the lid was
to offer (the parents) the chance
placed on the box, the insulation I to be proud of their children bewas severed.
ing part of this institution," she
said.
"It turned that cover into a hot
One alternative the committee
plate," Cefkin said.
might recommend for future
years, she said, is to end finals
Ostberg said he'd never heard
week on Thursday and have a
of that happening.
University-sponsored party on
Friday. That way students
Cefkin said it was unclear who
would have a chance to celewas responsible for the wiring,
brate one day and have formal
but the investigation was concommencement the next day.
tinuing.
The committee will distribute

a questionnaire to students in
the fall to get more student input
into how graduation should be
structured. Questions deal with
issues like how long the ceremony should last, what the students' preference of speakers is,
and whether there should be separate ceremonies for each college.
We need student input to get
the best recommendations. We
want a sense of what all students
want," Radeloff said. "We
couldn't make a lot of changes
this year."
However, she emphasized that
the committee will continue its
work in the fall to improve future commencements.
Burlingame said the goals of;
the committee's recommendations is to reach "a happy
medium." He said all changes
are being made on an experi' mental basis in response to the
recommendations given to him.
"We've come to a reasonable
compromise," he said.

- Howards Announces -

War of the Weirds?

YOUR OFF CAMPUS HOUSING SPECIALISTS

AND YOU!
451 Thurstin Avenue
(Across from Offenhauer)
* FREE HEAT, A/C, WATER
* Full Kitchen & Bath
* Private Parking
* Large Walk-In Closet
* Leases Beginning at $285 Mo.
TRY OUR EFFICIENCY
APTS. FOR
SIZE, COMFORT,
AFFORDABILITY!

Featuring:
•T-shirts
• Frisbees
• Visors
• Basketball Shooting
• Crane Machine

VISIT OUR RENTAL OFFICE AT CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS, APT. B 15, 505 CLOUGH ST.
(ACROSS TRACKS FROM DAIRY QUEEN]

Stop In To Howards Club H Today!
210 N. Main St.

352-9302
^•••••••••••••••••••••••**********^**

The KEY'S

Most Wanted List
Are you on It?
BnV.NCW
MlkeAoomelto
Monica Albert
ToddAlen
NatateM Altwies
Anne Anderson
Karen Anderson
Michael T. Anderson
One Anthony
Roaamana AquSa
JohnF A/man
Harold Arrowsmltti
Chad Armor
HooertJ BagHylll
Brian BaMy
Dorothy BeKer
UaaBamatt
John Barrett
Theraaa Barren
EncA Baughman
KHryBaugnman
CynmlaLBel
R D Bemnghol
MeendaBerg
AmyBaVg
Angela Kay BaW
GlenerteBaW
waamL Bodey
Beth Bounder
Laura Boone
Wayne Borowaki
Mlchele Bowman
Nancy L Brandt
Tom Bremen
Gary Brewer
WaaamP Brown
PaktdaQ Bugg
Akson Burke
Kenneth J Burhanna
SherylBuml
Steve Button
QuenleeBynum
Mary Lou Cameron
DeveCarmody
AJeon Camahan
Deanne Carte*
ConnteA Caaanova

Scott Caaa
Qayle Lynn CaaOe
Karen CetanzarM
Scott Chambers
TradChambon
CeanaM Chatman
Michael R Chew
Jackie Came
KrtetenL Ckwaeko
RfcherdE CooerrvW
Chartea Lee Codding
Regjna Cokkron
Mlchele Andree Coles
SethCceey
SeiyColna
Brende Coney
Chrta Conner
Catherine Cooper
DenieeM Coyle
Mary Elen Crawford
DenieeJ Cowl
Richard Dadon
AmyE Datforn
KarhyDady
AmyJ Dend
ErtcT Davtee
Mark A Oavte
Warn Deepen
QregDaCapro
Merle OeC hlera
Deborah DeCrane
JohnP Detaney
DevvdM DeLon
loddDeRoaa
Mlchele Lynn DeSana
CarlDettmer
CrelgR Dteckhoner
Beth Ann Diederlch
Lee Ann DOIrotamo
Auguetme DiNovo
RobDiTurel
Trine K. Dohme
Juke Dor an
CarlF DoetaD
Karen Dummermuth
ChrtetMe Durleko
MkeEade
NataM Eggleton

OevMEIChkN
LoeEmter
Michel Era*
JodtErtckaon
Andrea Erven
Daniel L. Event
Wendy Felon
Sean Farmer
Brent FeUlnger
Tracy L Fee
Suten FehHaber
Oertene Ferrenttno
EnCC Flbpalrick
EMen Flaherty
Came Fob
TknFoor
Kenneth F Fox. Jr.
WBarn Barry Franckuy
Tracy Ann Frank
Scott M Fray
Derate Frtedle
AlannaFrole
Donna Fudunch
Alan E Fuller
Gregory A Fuller
Jenny KeaaneFuler
Latlay Furman
Brian Furry
Trade Gaaent
Jenny Garvki
JukeA Gerhart
GregGoodm
Monk* Goodman
ChdeHne Grainger
NrVkyL Grandata«
Mlchele Grant
JaeonD Gray
John P Green
Donna Gra
DanQrubo
DlanneGruener
AngetaM.Ouion
Mlchele R Melt
KelyHaggerty
Beth Anne Hagatrom
Todd Helmed
Darren Hal
DarryIP Hal

Sean Hardy
Janet Hare
Dave Harris
OonHarter
KimHathy
TlneM Hattendorl
Robert I lay ea
KeaeyHaynet
LoriL Hebner
RobHecker
WendyM Helrmg
Dabby Herman
AtcleHennon
Arturo Hernandez
Laura Harrington
ReneeE Haea
Ronald Hkjh
George HMngar
JaaonHa
Tammy Hal
Tarlrti
Scott Wrko
Anna Ann Hiaer
Catherine Hoettel

OemeeHoae
QtonaHOmee
MarkHouaer
DebraHovanec
Asceeon Humohnee
Barbara Hutcrane
Victor Hutchineon
KJratenHuHeee
BnanJackman
ArnyJackaon
LoriJamee
CMeM Jervle
JennllerJayne
PaUD Jewel
Gregory Johneon
smnee A. Johnaon
LmdaleJonee
Bemadette Jonozzo

Those listed above (A-J) have yet to pick up their 1987
KEY. Please do so at your earliest convenience at 28
West Hall.
it************************************

The JCPenney Styling
SALON
EXCLUSIVELY
FOR YOU!!
AT WOODLAND MALL

SHOW YOUR B.G.S.U. I.D.
& RECEIVE

$ 2 .OO OFF Full Service
Haircut
$5 .OO OFF Any Color or
Permanent Wave
PLUS

FREE HAIR CONSULTATION
WITH EVERY VISIT
CALL NOW FOR YOUR
APPOINTMENT
3644)940 OR 354-1077 EXT. 205
HOURS: M-F 8:30-8:30
SAT 8:30-8:00
SUN 12:00-4:00

an
JC 1 lArneri
paavwyj f .cress

CHARGE IT

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER SPECIAL
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Blacks' kidney genes Lawyer to donate reward
may influence health to Argentinian prisoners
WASHINGTON (AP) - Black people may have
a gene that gives their kidneys the unique ability to
function well on very limited amounts of salt, but
which also can cause high blood pressure and
disease when too much salt is consumed, a researcher suggested Tuesday.
Dr. Robert Luke of the University of Cincinnati Medical Center said the existence of this
unique kidney gene is suggested by the mixed results of efforts to prevent disease by controlling
high blood pressure among black people.
Speaking at a National Kidney Foundation seminar, Luke said controlling high blood pressure, or
hypertension, has resulted in a reduction in stroke
and heart disease.
But it has not caused a reduction in the rate of a
kidney disease caused by hypertension. And striking differences between the races suggest there
may be a genetic-based difference in the cause of
high blood pressure.
All kidney disease is more common among
blacks than whites," said Luke, the chairman of
the department of internal medicine at the University of Cincinnati. "End-stage renal disease (terminal kidney failure) is three times more common
in blacks than in whites."

Fruits
tainted
in Italy

He said that at a Birmingham, Ala.
center, which performs about half its t
on black patients, there have been many I
where kidneys transplanted from a white donor to
a black patient with high blood pressure has resulted in the recipient becoming normotensive," or
achieving a normal blood pressure.
"This suggests that the cause of the original high
blood pressure was the patient's own kidneys," he
said.
Studies also have shown, he said, that black people tend to retain more salt, excreting less of the
mineral in their urine than white people.
All of this suggests, said Luke, "that a hereditaB kidney abnormality may actually cause high
ood pressure."
He said there is speculation that this kidney
characteristic developed through evolution in central Africa where salt is naturally very limited. In
that environment, the kidney characteristic represented a "Darwinian advantage" for people who
lived there, he said.
That advantage, however, becomes a disadvantage and eventually leads to disease if there is an
overabundance of salt in the diet, said Luke.

ROME (AP) — Health authorities yesterday ordered the
seizure of all grapefruits in Italy
after tests showed that several
grapefruits in a Rome supermarket had been laced with
poison.
Italian news media said the
poisoned grapefruits apparently
had been imported from Israel,
although officials did not immediately say where they were
grown.
Last week, an organization
saying it was supporting the
Palestinian uprising in the Israeli-occupied territories
claimed it had poisoned Israeli

grapefruit on sale in Milan.
Laboratory checks at the time
found no trace of poison.
But authorities in the region of
Lazio, which includes the city of
Rome, said health officials later
inspected grapefruits in one
Rome supermarket after a
newspaper received a threatening telephone call.
Of the 12 grapefruits on sale,
six were found to have been injected with a bluish poison so
powerful that it immediately
killed laboratory mice, the Italian news agency ANSA said.
The caller said he was speaking in the name of the previously

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
lawyer awarded $21 million for
four years of confinement and
torture in Argentine prisons during the military regime says
he'll donate half the money to
other victims of human abuses
there.
U.S. District Judge Samuel
Conti on Monday ordered former Argentine Gen. Carlos
Suarez Mason, who supervised
, the prisons, to pay the money,
I described by plaintiff lawyers as
I a record for human rights abuse
cases settled in the United
States.
On Wednesday, another federal fudge is scheduled to decide
whether Suarez Mason should be
extradited to Argentina on
charges of 43 murders and 24
kidnappings allegedly committed by soldiers under his command.
"It's a tremendous victory
both for human rights and for
unheard of "Organization of
Metropolitan Proletarians and
Oppressed People."
The first seizure order was
made by health authorities in
Lazio. It was quickly followed by
a national health ministry order
for the seizure of all grapefruits
on sale or in warehouses around
the country.
In Turin, the northern region
of Piedmont issued a separate
announcement that ordered all
Israeli-grown grapefruits
seized. It appealed to residents
to destroy any grapefruits they
had at home.

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!
The University Bookstore management and
staff would like to thank you for your continued
patronage! Have a safe trip home and an
enjoyable summer!
For your Fall semester shopping convenience,
we will be open Saturday 8/20 before classes
begin from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and
Sunday 8/21 from noon until 6:00 p.m.
Congratulations
to all
Graduates!
University
Bookstore
Staff

the people of Argentina, the victims and the families of the disappeared, to whom a great portion of this award will be donated," David Cole, an attorney
for the New York-based Center
for Constitutional Rights, said of
Monday's ruling.
Cole's client, Horacio Martinez-Baca, a labor union lawyer
and former government official
in Mendoza, Argentina, said he
was arrested in March 1976, six

days after a military coup; held
for four years and tortured repeatedly in military prisons
overseen by Suarez Mason.
"They laid me down on a
table," Martinez-Baca, who now
lives in Oakland, testified last
month. "They tied my arms and
legs. They put electric shocks on
my genitals and my gums, and
they asked who were my
friends."

Blaze kills two
CINCINNATI (AP) — A
7-year-old boy ran back into a
burning building to try and rescue his 70-year-old grandfather,
but both died early Tuesday in a
two-alarm fire which gutted an
apartment.
Firefighters said Brian Gregory, who lived on the first floor,
escaped after the fire broke out
shortly after midnight, but reentered the building in a search
for his grandfather, Robert Wilson, who was on the second
floor. Firefighters found both
bodies on the second floor.
Smoke inhalation apparently
killed the victims, firefighters
said.
The youngster was taken to
Children's Hospital Medical
Center and died there at 1:44
a.m., officials said. Wilson was
pronounced dead at the scene of
the blaze in the inner-city
Over-the-Rhine neighborhood.
A neighbor, Rose Theiss, said
she looked out of her window on

Tp^j

the second floor of a building
across the street and saw flames
coming out of the second-floor
windows of the burning building.
"I looked over there and there
were flames flying through from
one end to the other. Oh, it was
just awful "said Theiss, 73.
"By the time I looked out, the
windows was already busted out
and the flames was sweeping
from back to the front on the
second floor. I was shocked. I
just couldn't believe it," she
said. "It was like somebody
would just take gasoline and
throw a match to it and it just go
up in flames."
There were 13 other people
who escaped from the building,
including two women who were
injured when they jumped from
a second-floor window and a
3-year-old girl who was tossed
from the second floor and
caught by a passerby.

Student Rec
Center

Summer 1988
effective May 16 - August 12
Center Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9om-9pm
Sot. & Sun. Noon-9pm
Pool Hours
Cooper Mon.-Sun. Noon-9pm
Andrews Mon.- Sun. l-8pm
Family Plan
Age 7-17 Mon.-Fri. 9om-9pm
Sot. & Sun. Noon-9pm
Under 7

Mon.-Sun. l-8pm
(Andrews Pool Onlu)

Summer Memberships Go
On Sale in the SRC
Main Office on May 2, 1988

The BG News
is now accepting applications for
STAFF POSITIONS FOR
Summer 1988 and Fall 1988
* Editing
* Photography

* Reporting
* Copy Editing

Applications available: 214 West Hall
SUMMER STAFF DEADLINE: FALL STAFF DEADLINE:
Friday, April 29, 5 p.m.
Wednesday, April 27, 5 p.m.

Our trucks can handle some of the world's
most priceless possessions
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Wright Tire and Auto N. Prospect, BG 352-3110
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10% off with Current Student I.D.
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Bruning leads BG to title

BG News/Mark Thnlman

Looking Ahead

BC head coach Ed Platzer and his squad play the Big 10's Ohio
State Buckeyes today at Warren E. Steller Field. The Falcons,
18-18-1, have won six of their last nine contests.

Rich Bruning fired a par 70 at
the Toledo Country Club Monday to led Bowling Green to a
decisive victory in the 13th annual Barney Francis Memorial
Tournament in Toledo.
The Falcons totaled 373
strokes for the 18-hole event, 13
strokes better than runer-up
Youngstown State (386). Toledo
was third at 388, followed by Tiffin University (431), Ohio
Northern (433), and Ashland
(453).
Finishing behind Bruning,
who was tournament medalist,
for BG were Eric Stacy with a
four-over-par 74, Dan Connor
(76), Tim Goeller (76), and Rob
Barsantee (77).
The Falcons were busy over
the weekend as well, placing
eighth out of 13 squads at the
Spartan Invitational at Michigan State University in a 54-hole
tournament.
BG shot a 935 to finish well behind champion Illinois (891).

Falcons ink JC transfer
the University announced Tuesday.
Although McLane, a 5-10 point
guard, went to four JCs, he only
played at his second stop — Lon

Dan-ell McLane, a product of
four junior colleges and Washington D.C.'s Dunbar High
School, signed a national letter
of intent with Bowling Green,

Morris JC in Jacksonville,
Texas.
At Lon Morris during the
D See McLane, page 11.

Pat Bryan tied for 12th out of
54 players with a 230. Barsantee
carded a 231 to tie for 16th. Barsantee's opening-round 74 was a
tournament best for a single
round.
Other Falcons who participated were Stacy (238), Connor
(240) and Bruning (234).
BG will compete in the MidAmerican Conference Invitational Golf Tournament at
Windmill Lakes County Club in
Ravenna, Friday and Saturday.

nac

The men's tennis squad has
been close to posting wins all
season. They were very close
again this past weekend but
were unable to get the "W."
The Falcons lost to Eastern
Michigan and Western Michigan
by scores of 5-4 on each occasion. BG is now 6-14 overall, 0-5
in the Mid-American Conference.
In singles play, No. 1 Andy
Sallee and No. 2 Ken Bruce both
went 1-1. No. 5 Mike Hain, playing singles in the conference for
the first time, won both of his
matches.
In doubles, Steve Mudre and
Doug Dickinson won both of
their matches at the No. 3 poistion. Bruce and Peter Ellsworth

Rental office located at Amherst Village
1520 Clough (behind Wendy's)
352-0164

summer and next fall

No. 6 singles player Kelly
King won against the Broncos,
2-6, 7-6, 7-5. while No. 3 doubles
team Andraea Dalmas and
Paula Pocock registered a 6-3,
6-2 triumph.
The Falcons travel to Ohio University Saturday for their final
tune-up for the MAC tourney.
The MAC Championships are
May 5-7 at Miami University in
Oxford.

□

D

a

The women's track squad tur-

While not every Falcon turned
in a season-best performance,
some placed in the meet.
Beth Manson finished second
in the disc (162-9) and shot put
(44-11), while Cole took third in
the 200 meters (25.62 seconds).
The 4 X 800 relay team took
third as well. Running the legs
were Andrea Rombes, Laura
Schultes, Missie Betz and Missy
Ellers.
The Falcons travel to three
meets this weekend, including
the Penn Relays in Philadelphia.

KAPPA DELTA
WAY TO GO

CORNER OF CLOUGH & MERCER (BEHIND WENDY'S)
•ln-house laundry centers
•Plenty of storage area
•Now accepting applications for

The Falcons dropped a 7-2 decision to Western Michigan,
Friday, and an 8-1 verdict to
Eastern Michigan, Saturday.
Against the Hurons, No. 2 singles player Nanette Zimmerman was the Falcons only winner, 6-1,6-3.

ned in some of its best performances of the season at the Kentucky Relays this past weekend.
Allison Brewton posted
seasonal-best times in the 400
meter intermediate hurdles
(1:05.90) and high jump (5-8).
She was first in the overall competition.
Pam Dillon made her best
long jump (17-8). while Kerry
Bostelman recorded the team's
best triple i ump (34-4).
The 4 X100 relay team of Melissa Cole, Allyson Williams, Janice Hare and Kathy DiFranco
clocked a season-best time of
48.71 seconds.

AOT • KA • AOT e KA e AOT • KA • AOT • KA . AOT • KA • AOT • KA • AOTejs
>

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE & UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
•Rent includes gas heat
•Spacious 2 bdrm, apts. furnished
•Fast, dependable 24 hr. maintenance

went 1-1 at No. 1, with the victory coming against Western
Michigan.
The Falcons host Ohio University Saturday at 10 a.m. at Keefe
Courts.
D D D
The women's tennis squad
dropped two Mid-American Conference matches this past weekend to fall to 9-9 overall, 1-4 in
the conference.

1988 Greek Week Attendance Award
1988 1st place overall Greek week winners

Call for an appointment!

BEST Mexican Spot in Town
Guacamole
-Enchilada

Spanish Rice

1988 PROVINCE AWARD
winner - outstanding chapter in the
region

CONGRATULATIONS
That's what Spirit can do!
KA • AOT • KA • AOT • KA • AOT • KA • AOT • KA • AOT • KA • AOT • KA • AOT

Downtown

163 S. Main

Salads:

Soups:

Snacks:

Help The KEY Set
A Record And We'll
Help Your
Favorite Charity

352-2595

Subs:

CO

CD
C

O

352-7571

3

PIZZA

</>
Q)
3

of the Week
Tacotaco sauce, taco beef, cheese,
lettuce, tomato, colby cheese

</>

Small
Medium
Large

$3.00
$4.00
$5.00

*■•»

11r •w°
'

£/
//

-V

!t> r

Salads:

Coupon Good Only
April 27, 1988
*/
1 coupon per pizza ■**(

Soups:

Snacks:

Subs:

(0
<D

3
(0
ee

"O
CO

Any registered campus organization with 20 or
more members (greeks, professional, honorary) is
eligible to receive a $200 contribution. Simply
have the most new sales of 1988 KEYs (percentagewise) among your membership by April 29 to win.
We're shooting for a sales record, but need
your help to do it. Help us, and we'll help you.
Fill out the attached coupon and return it to The KEY. Write your organization
on the order so we may validate it.

Name
Soc. Sec. No
Data

/

/

D OX BE HERE TO PICK UP my yearbook
wh.fi it arrives In September 1986 Please
Ml my bursar account

Pfiranent Zip Code.

ORDER YOUR
OUR f\
1988 KEY
NOW!

List pile* It $17.98

D I WONT BE HERE TO PICK UP my
yearbook. Please bet my burwr account an
additional (3 SO lor postage and nandbng
and send my yearbook to

Pieaae return card, by campus mat, to The
KEV office. 26 Weal Hal. BGSU 43403
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Harper injured at season's end
Cavs' guard could miss first playoff game against Bulls
CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleveland Cavalier guard Ron Harper
probably will miss the NBA
team's opening playoff game in
Chicago against the Bulls on
Thursday night, Coach Lennie
Wilkens said Tuesday.
The 6-foot-6 Harper sprained
his right ankle late in the first
half of Cleveland's 107-103 victory at Chicago last Friday
nignt. The Cavaliers are hopeful
that Harper will be ready to play
Sunday at Chicago, when the
teams meet in the second of the
best-of-five series.
Craig Ehlo, a 6-foot-7 forward-

guard, will replace Harper in
the starting lineup if Harper
can't play, Wilkens said.
"It doesn't seem possible that
Ron will be able to play in the
first game, but we'll keep evaluating the situation on a day-today basis," Wilkens said. "He's
having treatments and his ankle
is still sore, but he's walking
around more. We'll play it by
ear."
Cleveland went 11-13 when
Harper missed 24 games early
in the season with a severely
sprained left ankle and a
chipped bone in his left foot.

Starting fall semester, 1988, students
previously registered for a closed course
in business will be given last priority for
repeating the course in the following
semester (not including summer
sessions.)

DO WELL THE FIRST TIME
We Care

We Care

We Care

WE
CARE!

GET DOWN TO
BUSINESS WITH THE
BEST IN TEST PREP.
Only Kaplan offers free
refresher math lessons and
business school admissions information. Call!

i: KAPLAN

STANli Y H.tkKKH [MKA110MIQNTEI ITD

Class forming for
June ExamCall 536-3701
3450 W. Central,
Suite 322, Toledo.

SHERIFF
Political Advettawmenl
Elect Losey SheriffComm; LSw arson, treat,
18746 North. Tontoguy.O.

We Care

ITkirco's Pizzas

AR

AA
■FREE!-

Free Extra Thick Crust
Free Extra Sauce

Fast, Free Delivery

353-0044
1045 N. Main B.G.

■Save $$-

-•Medium

Pizza

(with 100% real dairy cheeses)

75

23.

• No Oir*r Coupon Wilh Th.« Off

•

W««

• Additional items lor 75' only
M*1M

•

■Save $$■

iHLarge
i "Pizza

fa'

! OV».

Rgjss

The FTD* Secretaries Week
Bouquet.
Secretaries Week

Corner of S. College
and Napoleon Rd.
353-8381

PLEASE SUPPORT
THE WOOD COUNTY
PARKS LEVY

MAYJ_
- *ArwgBiiiLltr»OwTwfcrfFTW dMBFTDfc

-

•
•
•
•

E. Merry Apts.
Frazee Apts.
Field Manor
Ridge Manor

Plus many other locations
to suit your every need!

GREENBRIAR INC.
ONLY

(w7 cheese & any 1 item)

t Kennedy of Maple Heights will play for the Falcons
next year.
Kennedy, 8-1,175, was All-League at Chanel High School his
junior season when he hit .493.
"Robert is a solid two-way player and an excellent athlete,"
Falcon bead coach Ed Platter said. "He's a lefthanded power
hitter who should help replace some of our senior power hitters."
Kennedy also lettered in football and basketball.

tracts has expired will have
complete freedom to sign with
any team, and his original team
will no longer have the right to
match an offer and keep him, as
it does under the current rightof-first-refusal system.
Among the veterans benefitting immediately from this
provision will be Moses Malone
of Washington, Sidney Moncrief
of Milwaukee and Tom Chambers of Seattle.
The union had asked for unrestricted free agency and the
abolition of the salary cap and
the college draft, but compromise was the order for both
sides.
"This is the first time in
professional basketball that a
player will be able to play with
any team he chooses, said
Larry Fleisher, executive director of the players association.
"Both sides made compromises from their original positions in order to reach agreement," NBA Commissioner David Stem said.
After the 1988-69 season, the
free-agency provision will apply
to five-year veterans, and in the
last year of the agreement,

1993-94, a four-year veteran will
have unrestricted free agency
provided he is not in his first
NBA contract.
In order to retain the right-offirst refusal for players who do
not have enough years of service
or who have just completed their
first contract, a team must offer
a player a new contract that is
worth 125 percent of his previous
yearly salary. Teams also are
not allowed to match an offer
and then trade a player.
In addition, right-of-firstrefusal applies only to players
who are offered J250.000 or more
by their old team.
The agreement, which is subject to court approval, was reached after a seven-hour negotiating session Monday and was
approved by the league's owners
and the executive board of the
players union, which also will
drop its antitrust lawsuit against
the league.
The agreement provides for a
reduction in the June 28 college
draft from seven to three
rounds. Subsequent drafts will
be two rounds, making free
agents of all but 54 college
players each season.

More people
have survived
cancer than

now live in
the City of
LAOS Angeles.

ENJOY GOOD LIVING
IN '88

GRAB UP OUR
CHOICE SUMMER
RENTALS!

FREE!

Just Ask!

gm
KLOTZ
FLOWER FARM

Sign-up by April 29th in 405
Student Services.
We Care

a□

The BG baseball squad has signed a catcher-third baseman
to a national letter of intent, the University announced Tues-

begins April 25.
Just call or visit us today.

Compensation includes a meal
for each day worked!

We Care

Ehlo averaged 7.1 points, 3.5
rebounds and 2.6 assists in 21.6
minutes per game this season.
Wilkens is optimistic about his
young club despite Harper's
questionable status.

ELECT

Send your secretary
a gift she
won't file away.

Pre-registration volunteers are
needed for the month of July.
Be a greeter, tour guide, display
host, evening entertainment
usher or discussion facilitator.

We Care

"Craig's played very well for
us. He has size, and he flows well
with us. Craig plays good positional defense. Our concept is
team defense. If Craig plays the
way he should, we can help him
defensively. No one individual
stops Michael Jordan, but we'll
try to do our best as a team to
contain him," Wilkens said.

NEW YORK (AP) - The NBA
and its players association reached a six-year agreement
Tuesday that will grant some
players unrestricted free
agency, continue the salary cap
system and reduce the college
draft to two rounds after this
year.
Before next season, a sevenyear NBA veteran whose con-

Learn communication skills!
Polish leadership skills!
SHOW that WE CARE Spirit!

We Care

Michael Jordan, who averaged
35 points this season. Ehlo will
draw that assignment if Harper
doesn't play.

The Bowling Green hockey squad will play AlaskaAnchorage next season, the University announced Tuesday.
The Falcons will face-off with the Seawolves Oct 14-15 to
Alaska. The icera trip will mark the first time a BG sports
team has played to Alaska.
UAA was 18-154 last year and finished second to the Great
West Hockey Conference.
The games will count in the wan-loss columns, but because
the contests will be played outside the continental United
States, the game* will not count toward the maximum number
of M contests the NCAA allows during the regular season.

[223 NBA players sign contract

REPEATING
BUSINESS CLASSES

We Care

As a rookie last season, Harper averaged 22.9 points. He
struggled when he returned
from nis injury but then played
his best basketball of the season
as the Cavaliers finished with 11
victories in their last 13 games.
Harper raised his final scoring
average to 15.4 points and added
4.9 assists and 2.14 steals per
game.
"I feel that this is where the
versatility and depth that we've
tried to create will come into
play," Wilkens said.
Harper would be assigned to
cover the NBA's leading scorer,

leers to play in Alaska

$5 .00

Offering you the best
in summer housing.

• No 0tft«r Coupon Wit" Tr.it o««<

• Additional items tor 75' only
M«2.S0

355-0717 224 E. Wooster

Preferred Properties
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Newly Decorated Health Spa
352-9378
9-4:30
Mon-Fri
Now Leasing For Summer & Fall
HAVEN HOUSE
707 6 TH ST.
PIEDMONT
818 7 TH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE
ALL SMALL BLDGS.
All Residents receive free membership
at Cherrywood Health Spa.
Seniors and Grad Students;

MAKE
CREDIT
HISTORY
Get a new
Chevrolet
and $400 and
defer your first
payment for
90 days

Congratulations, graduates!
We think you deserve credit for
all that hard work. That's why we
offer the GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan to help put you Into
a new Chevrolet.
The plan gets you going on
a credit history. And it gets you
MOO plus a 90-day deferment of
start of payments. This deferral
of payment option is not available

In connection with other GMAC
programs. Finance charges accrue
from the date of purchase
You've earned your turn at
the wheel. And we want to help
you get It. So see us soon for a
great deal-and details about the
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Plan. GMAC is an Equal Credit
Opportunity Company.
MIM TMAYEUCMevKOlIT. INC
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NFL's top draft choices
could be hard to sign
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cincinnati Bengals management doesn't think NFL teams will have an easier time this year in signing top draft picks.

It'll be an effort to make things a little more realistic."
The Bengals took Oklahoma defensive back
Rickey Dixon in the first round Sunday with the
fifth pick overall in the draft. Dixon said he hopes
to sign in time to attend the first day of training
camp.
That would break a string of late Cincinnati signings. The Bengals' last four No. 1 picks — linebacker Ricky Hunley, receiver Eddie Brown, linebacker Joe Kelly and defensive end Jason Buck —
missed the opening of training camp because of
contract disputes. Hunley never signed with the
Bengals and eventually went to Denver.

The Bengals have had trouble signing their last
four No. 1 choices. Bengals assistant general manager Mike Brown doesn't think teams in general
will be willing to pay the same first-round salaries
this year.
"With the difficulties in the NFL as a whole last
year, maybe clubs will cut back some," Brown
said. "If they do, it won't be a dramatic difference,
but it will be more than just putting the brakes on.

Davis ends slump in 5-2 win
MONTREAL (AP) — Nick
Esasky and Eric Davis hit solo
homers to help Ron Robinson
win his first game of the season
as the Cincinnati Reds defaeted
the Montreal Expos 5-2 Tuesday
night.
Robinson, 1-2, worked 5 1-3 innings, allowing three hits and
one unearned run. Jose Rijo

went 1 2-3 innings. John Franco
finished for his third save.
At Cleveland, Joe Carter confined his torrid hitting with two
homers and five RBI and Jay
Bell and Brook Jacoby each
drove in three runs as the Cleveland Indians defeated the Seattle Mariners 12-6.
Carter has hit five of his seven

home runs in the last four games
and is ll-for-17 with 15 runs batted in and nine runs scored in
that span. He also hit two home
runs Saturday night in a 10-2 victory over Minnesota.

McLane

County JC in Maryland.
Falcon head coach Jim Larranaga said he is excited that
McLane, who will be eligible for
two seasons of play here, is coming to BG.

"With Darrell, we should be a
much more accomplished fast
break team."
While at Dunbar, McLane
played on the No. 1 team in the
country according to USA TODA Y, under Joe Dean Davidson.
That squad finished 25-3.
McLane is the fourth recruit to
sign. He joins current high
school seniors, 6-5 forward Tom
Hall, 6-0 guard Kirk Whiteman,
and 6-6 forward Jay Zulauf.

D Continued from page 9.
1966-87 season, he averaged 16
points and 10 assists a game. His
332 total assists set a school record.
BG News/Rob Upton
Bowling Green shortstop Brian Koelling fields a ground ball during Monday's rout of Defiance. Koelling
just returned to the team after recovering from a broken hand. The Falcons host Ohio State today at 3 p.m.

He has attended Allen County
JC in Kansas this season, but did
not play for unspecified reasons.
McLane is now finishing up his
JC class work at Montgomery

"Darrell is an exceptionally
quick guard with outstanding
passing skills," Larranaga said.
He has demonstrated the ability to quarterback a team and
play in an uptempo style.

Willie Upshaw had two of
Cleveland's 14 hits, giving him
1,000 in his major-league career.

Classifieds
CAMPUS* CITY EVENTS
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cafe
Monday-Wedneedey-Frtday
2 5 PM $3 75
ATTENTION EIQ MEMBERS
THIS IS IT!
Today (Wad.) la the laal meeting ol tha achool
yaar PLEASE ba etthe Resource Room at 7 ;00
PM. Coma and aay goodbya to ma Sanlor
mambafB, and al others as wal Wa'l atoo ba
electing new officers
SEE YOU THERE I
ENVIRONMENTAL INTEREST GROUP

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT YOU AND
YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM AT
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO ON
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
AND OUR OTHER SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cafe
Monday Wednesday-Friday
2-6 PM S3 75

PERSONALS

Having a party Can Otoenedetto's
Sub-Me-Ouk* lor your party

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
1988 GREEK WEEK
CHAMPIONS

MM
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Pncaa reduced Mon -Frt 2 7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE
JJOO APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN JOURNALISM OFFICE, 319 WEST HALL DEADLINE: 4I2SIBS
REPEATING
BUSINESS CLASSES
Starting fal semester. 1988 students
previously registered tor a cloaed course
In business wB be given ktst priority
lor repeating the course si the loeowlng
semester (not including summer sessions)
DO WELL THE FIRST TIME
STNGERSCAFE
S 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat In only

Allison • Lori
Thanks lor being great roomiee and great
Mends"
Alpha Chi love i mine.
ftMAtal

Subs and Salads
362-4683

CLOSED COURSES
IN BUSINESS
Starting lal semester. 1988. students who
mlea tha flml class meeting of a dosed
course wal be dropped Itom tha course
Then unrated spaces will be available
lor other students
BE THERE THE FIRST DAY TO KEEP YOUR

•SIGMA NU •" SIGMA NU"
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU WOULD LIKE
TO CONGRATULATE STEVE MANASSAH ON
BEING CHOSEN BROTHER OF THE WEEK'
■ SIGMA NU • • • SIGMA NU'

• GAMMA PHI BETA •
CheneJ . Susan B . KeleyD
I wanted to thank you lor such a great ■■mtsfr
and tor al the support you've given ma. I hope
'°U - h"" * ""*"* Km™*'

Love. Amy

• RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII •

• RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII ■

ALPHA PHI'S WISH EVERYONE
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS'

Cal Co-op Office at 372-2451.
or stop by 238 Admin BMg

Alpha Xi Delta Alpha XI Delta
CHRYS BUCHEWC
Happy Birthday" Thanks for everthing this
year
I LOVE MY BIG'
XI love.
Ul Sonars
ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Be sure to dean out your organisation's mailbox
by Friday, April 29' Mai not picked up wB ba
discarded Several meJboxes stil contain mal
Attention Army National Guard
members-reserves end veterenaearn a commiasion along with your college
degree Contact Army ROTC
Cal Today 372-2476

FOUND Ring near 8th and High
Cal less at 354-4136

•RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII '

Brothers ol Kappa Sigma—
Congratulations on your BETA victory last
weekend
-The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epsaon

LOST DRIVER'S LICENSE NEED RETURNED
FOR COURT 823 3325 TIM BARR

• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS

Lost Han grown Mack and white cat Distinctive
black goatee whietera Has lesne leukemia: loot
HI RMlge School area 352-0824

• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS

REWARD
LOST A GOLD BRACELET WITH A SAILBOAT
CHARM PLEASE RETURN IF FOUND1 HIGH
SENTIMENTAL VALUE CALL 372-5507

SERVICES OFFERED
24 HOUR
TYPING • WORD PROCESSING
352 1818
A to Z Data Center
Helping you meat ara your typing needs
148S Man 352-5042
Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center for Choice II. Toledo.O 265-7769
Reservations now being taken lor summer storage. 5-1 - 9-1-88 Don't wait until tha last
minute 352 4541 STOR ALL
Typing and Word Processing Over ten yaws
executive secretary experience. Call
674 3488
Typing Done
Low Rates Rush Jobs Welcome
Roasford 688 6692 or 6660377
Typlwg-Trenecrteiaa CaWaraei^
Term papers, resumes, many typefecee Feat.
reasonable ■ 7 days Free folder 865.2288
WORD PROCESSING IN MY HOME
PAPERS RESUMES-THESES

656-3992

CHI OMEGA
BETA SPIRIT
THE TRADITION BEGINS!

■ RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII •
' RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII •

Going out of Business Sale
at the Powder Putt

CONCERT BAND S UNIVERSITY BAND
CONCERT
Jay C Jackson-Ann Goodwin-Conductors
Thursday. Apr! 28
8:00 PM
KobackerHel
FREE

Happy Birthday to ME
Happy Birthday toME
Happy Birthday deer T-BONE
Happy Birthday lo ME
Help needed lor deorwig and checking rental
properties end miec lobe 1 week ol work startmg Sat May 7 Phone 352-7385

JUDY GROSS
Greeting Irom "down under."
Congratulations on a greet year.
We look forward to seeing you In one month
We miss you
Love. Mom. Dad. Margaret end Debbie
KAPPA SIGMA
1981 BETA 500 CHAMPS

"• ALPHA PH •• •
SUNSHINE DAYS
••• ALPHA PHf'
SUNSHINE DAYS
UNION OVAL
WEDNESDAY - THURSOAY
APRIL 27 4 28
11:00AM. 2.00PM
• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS
• • • ALPHA PHI "'
SUNSHINE DAYS
• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS
• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS
••• ALPHA PM"SUNSHINE OAYS
••"THETAFEST""
When. Saturday April 30th 2 pm-6 pm
Coat: J4 00
-includes al you can eat barbecued chicken.
hot dog. end beverage HAPPY HOUR PRICES
AT UPTOWN-DOWNTOWN ALL NIGHT LONG
Featuring: "The Exchange"
'Contact 362-9001 or ask any That* CN lor
ticketa
••"THETACHI""

CONGRATULATIONS TO DELTA ZETA
BETA 500 CHAMPS
AND CHI OMEGA
BETA 500 SPIRIT AWARO
-THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA SK3MA
Congratulations. Linda Popovlch. winner ol
the WOMEN AS LEADERS Scholsrahlp,
sponsored by the Center tor Academic OpMons.
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prtcee reduced Mon-Frl 2-7 PM
STHGER'SCAFE
Deris
Thanks lor the kiaemg cemetlons at our pledge
breakfast lest Thursday What a great way to
atartoH tha morning.
The Kappa Delta Pledgee
Desperately eeeking-young undercksesman to
drop MKT 402 for next lal so sanlor IPCO
major can ffl spot and graduate' Cal BB at
354-8614
Dr Meeerve advisor tor Alpha Sigma Delta
pre-med society.
Congrafusibone on your promotion to Ful
Prolessor' Your continued guidance la truly an
asset' —Alpha Sigma Delta Members
GAMMA PHI BETA - SIGMA PHI EPSION
What a combination
Congrotutaaona Krteane Studer and Keith
Hagemeier on your lavoserfngl
Much love.
The Slaters of Gamma Phi Beta

MISSY MYERS
Congratulations on your recent engagement to
Dennis. I am so happy for you'
Love. Andrea
PHI KAPPA PSI ALPHA CHI OMEGA
GREEK REGATTA.TUBRACE
GET READY""!
ONLY 150 MORE DAYS
TIL' THE TUBS ARE SENT AFLOAT.
SEPTEMBER 24TH
-ITS TIME TO TAKE NOTE--OF THE
RACE THAI'S SURE TO BE THE ONE
FILLED WITH GOOD TIMES AND FUN'
MARK YOUR CALENDARS TOOAYI
Pledge Clais ol Alpha Sigma Phi
Congratulations on s Job
well done. You guys made ua all proud.
rha Brothers
of Alpha Sigma Phi
RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOU!
The Non-Refundable S2S Sorority Ruth
RegaWratton lee may be paid In
425 Student Services
RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUI
StG EP BETA TEAM STEVE TAYLOR. TIM
PETERSON. JORDAN MASANGA. DAVE
UcADAMS, DAN PFAHL, SCOTT CRAtG.
BRIAN BECK ANO ERIC ISHERWOOO-YOU
GUYS DID A GREAT JOB ON SATURDAY
WERE PROUD OF YOUi!
-•The Brothers ol Sigme Phi Epsaon

SOPHOMORES
No plane lor ties summer yet?
Attend Army ROTC Cemp Chseenge
Graduate from cosege with a dagre
and an officer's commission
Information meetings Tires end Thurs
4 30 PM room 255 Memorial Hal

To Our Sig Ep' Cruteers
Spoo. I means Spuds. I mean Judo, and Bronze
God, I mean Ricky. I mean Brent and Passoul
Two. ImeenBando. Hey DateWhat a reght-or should we aay 3?'? Wow. 2
whole nights of Mark's withdrawal but it wee
worth the great half hour at the date party!
Banda, where'd al the Seagrams go-coutdn't
have been Brent's date, she had the "good
stuff" Spuds, you did the limbo so wee-are you
an aerobics instructor'' Hey Bando. did you get
loat toolung lor the Seagrams In your bed-You
almost beet ' Passout"' Brent, got a cigarette?
Bando needs one' Spuds, sorry. I didn't mean
lo sleep in "her room'" What fun deles leighed
by 8-and we even got to meet Brent's "dude"
except "Paaaout" missed It. must have been
resting AGAINi' Ricky, glad your parents could
make il-Banda. II swap you your wallet for my
I 0 -Thanx you guys" It waa greof-you guys are
the coolest' Love, your batty dates--"Passout".
Drunk Psycho
and Lisauaa
PS. Whse we were writing ttva. guess who
passed out?'?
To the Sigma Nu Greek Singers.
Rob. Steve. Mate. Steve a Michael
"We showed the rest
Whoa the beet."
Here's to Chi-O--Sigma Nu 1 st piece Mali!
Love, the Sisters of Chi Omega
To TODD
I can't sign ties and you know why. but I just
wnat lo ssy THANK YOU lor being there for me
iM semester I'm sorry I disappointed you but
we al make melakee. and I hope you can lor*
give end forget the Bggeotol mine
YOU JUST CAN'T TEACH SPEED
"I, an ADPI senior being ol sound rrend. " Only
tour days untl Senior Was
Are you reedy for the final send orr>

WANTED
• • HELP • •
DO YOU NEED A PLACE TO UVE THIS SUMMER?
We need one female roommate to snere apt.
Excelent location, low rent, air conditioning
Pteeee on aoon-KIm or Keren: 312-3008
1 lemale roommate needed for 88 89 school
yen to shere race apartment doee to campus
with three other gHe Cat 372 3988 A SAP
1 non-amokJng male roommate wanted for fal A
spring 88 69 Can Dave or Bop at 354-3242

LEG1 CHRIS HOTTOIS
LEG 2 TODD HARDY
LEGS BRUCE SMITH
LEG 4 SCOTT ANGLE
LEGS RANDY ROOF
LEG6 MARKANOLE
DRIVER MATT V1LLENAUVE
KAPPA SIGMA

• • • ALPHA PHI "'
SUNSHINE DAYS

MISCELLANY magazine. BGSU's awardwinning student magazine, Is now accepting
sppHcellons tor the following Fad, 1888 stall
positloni: managing editor, aeelstant managing editor, chief copy editor, an director, ae•islant art director, photo editor.
Applications sre ■••liable In 214 Weal Hell
(bustnoes otllca): application deadline Is
Tuesdsy. April 17 et 5:00 pm. For further Information, contact Mike Doherty at 372-1237
(home) or 372-0971 (newsroom) Before April
27.

525 Ridge
Don't miss III

IT'S COMING
THE PRE-EX AM BRAIN CELL KILLER
UNLUCKY"

• RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII '

LOST It FOUND

Get more out of
your summer |ob than just a paycheck'
Academic recognition is available
at no charge

• RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON Y OU11 •
• RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII ■

Get more out of your summer job than just a
paychackl Academe recognition la available at
no charge Cal Co-op Office at 3722461, or
stop by 238 Adrtvn Bfdg

ALPHA PHIS WISH EVERYONE
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!

• RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII •
•RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII '

GAMMA PHI • • DARLENE JOHNSON ■ ■ GAMMA PHI
CONGRATULATIONS ON GRADUATING'
YOU'VE BEEN A GREAT GRAND-BIG AND I'M
GOING TO MISS YOU ESPECIALLY WHEN
TM OUT LOOKING FOR POPO'SI GOOO
LUCK"
LOVE YA.
USA

STINGER'S CAFE
S 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat In only

SPEED

KD CONGRATULATES KD
The Sisters of Ksppa Delta
would Be to congratulate
Beth Worfey-end-Andy Price
on their recent engagement
What a surprise.
AOT, your Staters
KO ' KD ' KO ' KD ' KD ' KD ' KO
Arm-Marie Notara
Michele 8t Ament
Congratulations on your minatJona alto Order of

KD ' lag Ep ' KD ' Bag Ep ' K0 ' S4g Ep
Congratulations
Laura Buaaon end Mike Mlchatteiwlcz
on yaw Kappa DeHe-Unhrerelty ol Toledo tUg
Ep Pinning
AOT, Your KO Slaters
KD-SkjEp- KD-SlgEp-KD'SlgEp
KO'FU'KD'FUl'KO'FUI'KD-FUl
CONGRATULATIONS
Michelle Hniaovsky and Scott Whiteneed
on your Kappa Delta- FLU Pinning
We were M ao happy that when you blew out
the cencae. It wee actuaty your candle passing
The beet to the both ol youi
Love.
The sauers of Kappa Delta
Last Weak lor Pern Special
140 Includes cut
Can tor Appt. 353-WAVE
The Ware

T-BONE
Wal geek, today * your day. have a greet one1
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Love Always.

K1

THE BROTHERS OF
LAMBDA OH ALPHA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
ANN BOYCE ON HER
ENGAGEMENT TO
ALAN NOR0YKE

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE
THE KAPPA SIGS FOR WINNING
THE BETA 500!
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU WOULD UKE
TO CONGRATULATE THE DELTA ZETAS
FOR WtNMNG THE BETA 500'"
The Brothers of Alpha Tau Omega
would axe to congretutete Tan Adams on
wWeng tha 60-50 raffle end thank
el those who pertfdpetod'
The Yeeaej Executive Cleb
would Ska lo corigretutete our
rattle winners:
1 Bob Fox of BQ
2 DavidReelolBG.SU
3 Dr Kim Smith of B G S U
Each received a $25 gift certificate to
Sundance
Congratulations'

1 non-smoking frree to shere apt lor 88 89 yr
very dote to campus Cal Lisa 353-5020 or
PamtJoenotle al 372-6147
1 or 2 people to suoteate 1 bdrm fumiehed
apt tor summer ALL UTILITIES PAID Close to
campus 5500 or beet offer Cal 3538122

2 female roommeles needed for 68-89 school
yr RocMedge Apia It interested cal wfcchoee
1372-5343) or Terry (354-4715)
HELP US' 3 non-smoking female roommates
needed to sub-leese en E Wooeter apt for the
summer $136 mo 5 elec Cal plaeee! Chria
372-4900

Help' Need 88 89 roommate for race 2 BO
Cal Annette 782 9336
Help! Two lemale roommates needed to subieeee lor summer Greet location end eir conditloning Col Carolyn or Uaa at 353 2649 Now
NEED SUMMER HOUSING?
CONTACT ROCHELLE 372-5541
Summer sublssss 3 bdrm home on 2nd St
Weelsr a dryer $100 e mo-no depoeit
354-1947
Three friendly gats need 1 female for Sum 6 F
88 s Sp 69 Specious 2 bdrm apt on 6th &
High. Otters pd gas & low rent CaO ua at
363-1299'
WANTED
IMPORTANT QUESTBOOK MISSING FROM
PALMER-PHtLiJPS MFA THESIS EXHIBITION
IN McFALL GALLERY PLEASE RETURN TO
SCHOOL OF ART OFFICE NO QUESTIONS
ASKEO SENTIMENTAL VALUE

Cont. on page 12.
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Cont. from page 11.
WANTED 1 NON SMOKING ROOMMATE FOR
SUM $135 A MO START MAY 15 PHONE t
CABIE WCL SPUT ELEC CALL JIM AT
3542451
Wanted: 2 roornmaaas nwjM lor summer
Very Wee houee llOOpermontn 352-1668
WANTED One person 10 help sublMM. lor
hflvw. houM on Manvfes. One block from
campus Own room very affordeble. CeH
372-1173
WANTED One person summer subleese. own
bedroom, next lo campus, ai uWroea paM. May
15-Aup15 $122»mo CaHJonn354-2379
Wenled One male roommele lor 88-89 scliool
year New 7th and S College Apt Can Mete
5799
Wanted Paying cash for baeebal card ooftac■one Asfc for Joe or Larry Cat 419 423-5858
We buy cars; wrecked, junked or anything'
PH 352-5134

HELP WANTED
200 Counselors 4 Instructors Needed! Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mountains, Northeastern Penn. Lohlkan, PO BOX
234BQ, Kenllworth, NJ 07033 <201-27«-05«5.
ACTIVISTS ENVUtOMENTALISTS
The Ohio Pubic Interest Campaign. Ohio's
largest consumer A environmental
lobbying group has summer 4 fus-tlme
poaitione aveasbW We ere looking lor
:, articulate men 4 women
I In working for environmental
protection-control of toxic hazards.
utnty inaurance rate reform and
progressive electoral campaigns
$275-wk to atari For Interview
Cat (419) 241 -9093[Toledo area).
216-861 -5200 (Cleve eree).
216-375-5277 (Akron|.614-224-4111
(Col 1.513 221-2100 (Cinci area).
51^2^850^0irvtona<ee^^^
Bookkeeper-receptionist for summer
Cal 352-5336
IMMEDIATE PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE. Our
company Is seeking several employees to perform unekBed light production work Flexible
hours around cleea schedules can be arranged
or tut time in eummer. The rale of wage la
$3.38 per hour. If interested, stop by or cat the
company office at 352-5525 Advanced Specialty Products, Inc. 428 dough St.. Bowing
Green. Otto

IRS IN CINCINNATI NEEDS ACCTQ OB
FINANCE STUDENTS INTERESTED IN INTERNAL AUDITING FOR SUMMER POSITIONS. PAYS 15.00-7.00 AN MR CALL CO-OP
372-2461
MORRISON FOODS IN FINOLAY WANTS
FOOD A BEVERAGE PEOPLE FOR COORDINATION OF NURSING HOME FOOD PROGRAM. EXCELLENT PAY FOR A SUMMER
JOS! CAU CO-OP 972-2461
Long and short term temporary assignments
anaaablu for summer employment
Mectcal eecretartee. receptionists and
transcribers needed Cat 216-461-8955
for further Information
MEDICAL OFFICE SERVICE. t*C.
6803 MaylWd Road
Cleveland. Ohio 44124
Looking tor part ana work and onry ra>» Itmee
available? Night erne le the right lane at Henry
J's. Limited wvtreee. waiters, and floor walker
openings for energetic, honest & outgoing people. Apply at the only fun place lo work. Henry
J'a Wad-Sun after 8 PM 1632S Byrne in the
OMnbyme Shopping Canter.
Need experience? Need a job? Make $450 a
week gaining travel, advancement and fantastic
multi-career experience with a program on
campus Cal Juea el 353-129* lordelate
STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK NEEDED
INCLUDING
laborers, drtvart. factory
construction A landscaping
office A many others
Cat 471-1440

Only fee $85 00
JOB EXCHANGE
Summer Employment
Guaranteed Income, scholarships, plus many
benefits National company needs students tor
tut time summer employment within a 30 mile
radius of the toeowing towns: Bryan. Ceilna,
Napoleon. A/chabokf. Pembervaa. Flndlay.
Marlon, Galon. Fremont. Van Wort. St Marys
Norwatk. Findlay. Kerrton, Peletontalne. Swan
ton Apply in person Thurs M one of the follow
mg times 2 15. 3 16. 4 1 5 or Friday at 1 15
2:15. 3:16. 4:16--UnlveraHy Union Fort Room
Summer Jobs: Toledo baaed distributer has
openinge In outside sales Base pay plus commission of up to $500 per week possible for
ambitious goal-oriented person Must be Bring
In BO-Totado area this summer Cal 1419)
882-3712

SUMMER LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
The City of Bowing Green Parks 6 Recreation
Department la now accepting appacatione for
summer leadership poaitione aa foaOwa:
Arts A Crafts lnstructor-$3 75 an By., TrempcIne A Tombing tmtructors-$3.75 an fir.. Tanins Instructors-J3 75 an hr.. Special Events
CoordmatorstS 75 an hr.. Sports 4 Athletic
lnstruclors-$3.75 an hr.. Softball
Scorekeepers-$3 50 a game, kitereetad persons may obtain an appecaaon from (ha Personnel Department. 304 N. Church, in* May
16th The CHy of Bowling Green lean Afflmrmalive AcBon-Equal Opportunity Employer
Toledo Area Students
Whiteford Greenhouse la now hiring eprtng and
summer hetp. Cashiers needed Please apply at
4664 WhBeford Rd Toledo. OH or cal
882 4110
Toledo fhjatieea Owner seeks oaring and
conecleneoua person to help cere lor hie 4 veer
ok) daughter thai summer. Private apt A
$2500 ReeponeWe mdMdueb) may cal (419)
532-6627
Tutor-to help with Linear programming exercise Wll pay $10 Cal 353-0812
WakYesaae. Bartenders. Floor Walkers, needed lo fll poaitione. Energetic MMduale. apply In person Tuee Through Sun. Night
at buttone Night Club. 26481 Dixie Hwy . Per
rysburg.

FOR SALE
69 Impale only 33.000 miles Little mat.
restorer* and runs wel. $1660 Nag Ph
372-6109
80 Citation. 4 sod.. AM-FM-Cass. Good CondUion. $500 Must Sal. 363-4416 David
16 ft. fiberglass boat and trailer ( 45 HSP
Merc engine $2400 -352 3257
1976 Chev Matbu 2 Dr.. AM-FM CmitH.
Air. Good Cond.. Runs Great! MUST SEUI
$700 or BEST Cal 352-1261 evenings
1977 Chevy Monza: Runs great! New brakeT
tranamlssion. Good condition. $700.
352-1421
1985 Honda 850 Nighthawk. Like new, Shalt
drive. 3500 mlee $1800 firm 372-1162 or
1-762-5236
19S6 Chevy Spectrum. 4 door. 5 speed,
stereo. AC, good cond. 20,000 ml. $6200 or
lake over payments Cal 352-6781
2 bdrm turn good condition moot home lor
sale $6,600 cal 352-6001
7 It. couch In good condition. $40. Call
J72-J145

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4x4a Seized In drug
rakts for under $100? Cal tor tacts today
802-837-3401 ext 299

824 Sixth Street
Renting for Summer 1988 and
1988-89 school year
2 Bdrm fury furnlehed apts
Free heat, water, sewer'
Tenants pay electricity
Cal 362-4988 eves

COUCH AND CHAIR FOR SALE
Only $20 Good condition. Must get rid ol It before summer Cal 354-6912
FLYING TO N.Y. MUST SELLII
'12 Charette-EXCELLENT CONDITION
$2000 or Baal Otter 353-4133

eauWu^KwnlownTpMo^umme^ubleese
I bdrm xiexpensive Cal 353-0336

FOR BALE: MICROWAVE. SINGLE BED~
DORM-SIZE REFRIGERATOR
$60 EACH
CAU 352-2752 FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE

Efficiency on ManvBe
Summer $650 uBMee Included -available May
7 CalChrteat372 2848or3543057

Government Homes from $1 "U Repair" Also
tax daenquent property. Cal 805-844-9533
l ext. 1211 tor Into

FOR RENT
Exceesnt location on corner of Court and Summit Street. Summer only. $90 a mo ea. for four
students UM included Cal lor less then lour or
mlormstlon 352-2932

Great DeeM
King Size Waterbed (w-new heeler) $126 or
beet offer, DehumKkfier (new-great condition)
$40 or beet offer, bunk beds with desk attachment-beel offer, smal dorm fridge-beat offer
CelPele el 354-5811

For Rent: 1 or 2 students. 1 bdrm. ajr cond
private parking lot. quiet neighborhood, lest 2
weeks of may free $275 a mo plus elac available May 16 Cal Uaa 364-6129

IMMEDIATE POSSESWN COZY 2 BEDROOM
12x60. WD, CENT AW, GYPSY LANE NO
49 $4.900 1-435-5520

FREE CABLE TV
NEW CARPET
112 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
GASHEATPAID
AVAILABLE FALL A SPRING SEMESTERS
352-1600 EVENINGS 4 WEEKENDS
352-4673 WEEKDAYS

LAREDO-Jeep CJ5. 81. 40 thoue miles. $800
or beet oflsr Must eel now Cal 354-4435
Need a couch lor eummer
04*372-1234
SUMMER RENTALS
1 BR UNtTS AT BOO THIRD STREET FURNISHED: AIR CONDITIONED ONLY $200 A
MONTH AU UTILITIES INCLUDED. DONT
MISS OUT. ONLY 4 UNfTS ARE LEFT CAU
352-4966

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY FOR SUMMER
$226 A MONTH, INCLUDES UTIUTIES
CAU 354-0357 EVENINGS TIL MIDNIGHT

GRADUATE STUDENTSCOME TO THE PEOPLE WHO
UNDERSTAND YOUR HOUSING NEEDS
Newlovs Rentals tin an
extensive listing of houses snd
apartments perfect tor your III a tty la
NEWLOVE RENTALS
352-5620-326 S. Main

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. apt (or summer 88 Close to campus.
pool. AC. dishwasher 1. 2 or 3 rmls Rent negol 352-4990or 352-2027
1 bdrm. avaiabte-NOW H August-2 bdrm. apt..
$150 a mo . Mr. pool, near campus. Cal Dayna
or Vxxa 354-3441
1 bdrm. house for summer 1988
Summit 1-267-3341

GREAT CAMPUS LIVING
309 High Street
2 bedroom, furnished spartments
Private parking 4 laundry facilities
New price listing and new bdrm. carpet
FREE HEAT. WATER AND SEWER
NEWLOVE RENTALS
321 S. Main - 352-5620

128 S

1 targe room In a house extremely dose to
campua avsaaDle for summer sublssss $110 a
month and unities, ff two people want to share
room It would be only $55 a month Cal
353-1192
1 semester tal taeae $340 a month. Furnished
efficiency. AI utames paid Limited number left
PH 364-3182 or 352-1520

Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 Eighth St
Summer $ Fal Rentals starting at
$355 a month Furn. unturn. laundry. AC
New owner special: FREE Cable TV
HstMtatlon if leased tor fal by 5 15-88
354-6036 893-1061

1-2 BEDROOM APT
School year, year, summer lessee available • S
AVRentala 362-7454
2 bdrm apt May 25-Aug 25 Rent Negotiable
Cal 354-6911 Off-Campus Apt
2 BEDROOM FURN 4UNFURN.
FREE CABLE TV
GAS HEAT PAID
AVAIL SUMMER 4 9-12 MONTHS
NEXT TO STINGERS CAFE
352-1800 EVENINGS 6 WEEKEND
352-4873 WEEKDAYS

MUST SUBLEASE
Furnished efficiency dose to campus with AC
May15Augl5 $600 352-1 502
Need Subtattors lo Rent House lor Summer 88.
newly renovated. CHEAP, must pay monthly
rent and utatiee W* negotiate Cal NOW'
364-0599 or 353-0581
Nice, quiet 1 bdrm apt downtown Avail MidMay Cal 354-3068 evenings
NO UTIUTIES TO PAY
2 BDRM FUUY FURNISHED APTS
AT 800 THIRD STREET VERY
REASONABLE JUST $140 A MONTH
PER PERSON FOR 4 PERSON
OCCUPANCY OWNERS PAY AU
UTILITIES CAU 352-4966

Now leasing • May or Aug Leases 1 and 2
bdrm apts and houses Yes. we do alow pets

353 1336

Quiet 2 bedrrom apt. (or married couple or grad
student $300 A untiles Avaaebie May 15 Cal
353 1346
Room Avaaebie this summer from May 15 until
Fal $200 total for rent, utatiee. and cable. Cal
Tim at 354-1089 (7th SI)
Room for 2 females. $190 a month, cooking
Crivlegee Non-smoking. Private entrance snd
parking lot 352-3472

SPACIOUS APARTMENT (2-Bedroom!) on E
Many eiaaabla for Summer Low. low utilities.
Balcony w-greet view
Contact Brian. 353-0799
SUMMER RENTALS
Apartmonta Starting M 160/montn
office al 316 E Merry Apt »3
or phone 352-7365
Summer Rentala- 3 month
Apartments- Houses-Rooms
Phone 362-7365
SUMMER SUBLEASE Large 1 bdrm apt. one
or two persons AC. basic cable, no deposit
352-3042
SUMMER SUBLEASE Large 1 bdrm apt one
or two persons Quiet neighbors
Call
353-3218

THE PERFECT FIT
RE. MANAGEMENT
AND YOU'
Try our large effic apartments
on for size, comfort 6 affordablaty

Large 1 bedroom apartment to lubleaae. AC.
pool, dishwasher-only pay electric' Cal Amy or
Sheas at 353-4831
LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Buff Apia -1470-1490 Clough St.
Furn , 2 bedroom apt.. 9 month lease
FREE HEAT. WATER AND SEWER
Private perking 4 laundry
Newtove Rentals

4th AND HIGH
2 bdrm. spts -close to campus. Available May
15 $330 6 utltlea. Cal Jute M 362-7422

352-5620
126 S. Main

FALL LEASES AVAILABLE
$624102
We hove 2 very race 2 bedroom unfurnished
apartments available •> May 352-3446. Grade
or quiet undergrade lor 12 month leeaa.
You've got to see this apt lo believe ft'2 bdrm
etec apt. perfect for those who need studio
space. A must teal $326 a month 6 elect 4
water 427 N Mam 353-4330

BG's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria

$1 OFF ANY PIZZA

STUDENT
BOOK

EXCHANGE

OUR BOOK
BUY BACK
HAS BEGUN!
• Top prices for used texts!
• Top wholesale prices!
(we buy current editions of books
no longer used on campus)
• Don't wait until next fall - prices
fall over the summer

HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT!
Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30
Sat
9-5
530 E. Wooster
Don't forget - We are a wholesaler!

Free Delivery

__

Now leasing- May a Aug leases 1.2. 3 bdrm
spts 6 houses Yes. we do alow pats
363 1338

352-5166

ELECT

LOSEY

SHERIFF

MZZcV
Expires 4-30-88

OPEN
4:00 p.m.
Not valid with any other orfar

Political AdvRieWinent

Elect Lotwy Sheriff Coc\m,L Swuwon, in
18746 North. Tonfoguiy, 0.

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Hurry — Don't Miss Out"
Apartments Going Fasti!
3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue
• South Summit St.
• Napoleon Road
it One and two bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished
i^Heat, Water, and Trash removal
all included
■frOn Site Management
■fr Full-time Maintenance
■fr Swimming Pools
■fr Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping,
and Banks
•fr Special Summer Rates

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF
LEASE IS SIGNED BEFORE
MAY 6

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135
9-12, 1-7 Weekdays
10-4 Saturdays
12-4 Sundays

